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Abstract 

Many constitutive models have been developed to aid the engineer or scientist in the analysis of material 

yielding and deformations in the field of rock mechanics. Many of the classical constitutive formulations 

used are based on instantaneous shearing, or block rotation, but special considerations need to be made 

when ductile or brittle time-dependent instabilities might arise.  These time-dependent effects lead to an 

accumulation of strains, or even delayed rupture, that cannot be captured using classical constitutive 

models.  

 The research in this thesis provides an overview of several constitutive models developed for the 

analysis of time-dependent deformations both at the laboratory and excavation scale. This thesis explores 

several aspects of time-dependent creep and rupture behaviour for ductile and brittle rocks, respectively. 

Emphasis is placed on how the different creep material models behave in a numerical model as well as 

exploring their respective limitations and the effect of boundary and loading conditions on their 

deformation behaviour.  

 This thesis also further develops the understanding and scientific approaches taken to the testing 

and interpretation of long-term strength data for brittle rocks. A new proposed methodology and error 

analysis technique is proposed for analyzing and curve fitting time-to-failure data based on a lower 

boundary strength limit related to the crack initiation strength threshold. Observations made about the 

limitations of constitutive creep models and time-to-failure data are used to employ a new numerical 

model applied at the laboratory and tunnel scale. The model is shown to be able to effectively account for 

confinement effects in brittle creep as well as capture a pseudo-tertiary creep stage based on simple curve 

fitting techniques. 

 The work presented in this thesis advances the understanding of the applicability of time-

dependent constitutive models as well as provides the necessary framework for practical numerical 

implementation when analyzing brittle rock failure at the tunnel scale, an important factor for future deep 

geological repository selection. 
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Introduction 

1.1 Problem Statement 

The design of underground structures developed in rock, such as Deep Geological Repositories (DGRs) 

for the purpose of permanent storage of spent low to medium level nuclear fuel, are based on many 

factors. These factors include the in situ stress conditions, rock and rockmass strength, presence and 

strength of discontinuities, and for ultra-long-term lifespans, time-dependent effects are also considered. 

In the  process for site selection for such permanent storage, one of the top candidates is locations with 

intact crystalline bedrock, such as Lac du Bonnet (Hirschorn et al. 2017), where the bedrock is a strong, 

brittle and intact granite called Lac du Bonnet (LdB) granite.  

 Many authors have studied the mechanical properties of LdB granite including time-dependent 

aspects related to brittle creep and long-term strength characteristics (for example Wawersik and Fairhurst 

1970; Lajtai 1974; Lajtai and Bielus 1986; Lajtai and Schmidtke 1986; Schmidtke 1986; Fakhimi and 

Fairhurst 1994; Lau et al. 2000; Damjanac and Fairhurst 2010). There is, however, limited guidance for 

engineering practitioners, related to the application of these time-dependent phenomena to brittle rocks in 

a numerical model, such that it can be used in a simple but robust way. Numerical modelling has become 

an integral part of any engineering analysis in the modern day, allowing engineers and designers to assess 

extremely complex rock interactions and stability problems that was not possible decades prior. These 

models are built upon data collected from laboratory testing and calibrated to observed in situ conditions. 

In recent years, many scientists have become more interested in applying time-dependent phenomena into 

numerical models with varying degrees of complexity, as these techniques are developed.  

 When considering the stability of excavations designed to last for upwards of one million years in 

brittle rock, time-dependent effects such as creep and stress-corrosion (strength degradation) become 

paramount to not only understand, but effectively model. When one considers that many engineering 
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projects are designed for stability of approximately 100 years, very long-term time-dependent effects for 

brittle materials become less important and are often neglected and as such, models for such phenomena 

are not available. Many of the models developed for time-dependency are built upon observations made in 

ductile materials, such as salt and potash and therefore, are not applicable to brittle rocks. This thesis is 

aimed at furthering the understanding of the time-dependent models that have been developed over the 

last century and employ the behaviour observed at the laboratory scale to modify these models such that 

they can be used for brittle rock behaviour. This research then expands on this knowledge to modify these 

existing models for use in brittle materials such that they can be used in a real engineering analysis. 

1.2 Thesis Objectives 

The primary objectives of this thesis are summarized as follows: 

- Critically review currently used creep models, such as the Burgers creep model and the Power 

law model to provide an overview of their respective use cases and observed creep behaviour in a 

numerical model at the lab and excavation scale. 

- Provide an overview of the current state of practice for determining long-term strength and time-

to-failure thresholds in brittle rocks as well as providing alternative approaches and tools for the 

engineer to feasibly use for projects where long-term strength is of concern. 

- Incorporate the findings for long-term strength and creep behaviour from lab data into a flexible 

and robust finite difference model that can be used to explicitly capture the time-to-failure of 

brittle rock at the excavation scale. 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

This thesis has been prepared in accordance with the requirements outlined by the School of Graduate 

Studies at Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario. This thesis consists of six chapters, not including this 

introduction, as outlined below. 

Chapter 2 presents a comparison between three different creep material models that can be 

incorporated into a numerical model, showcasing their key differences and how they can be applied in an 
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engineering analysis. This chapter also provides a brief discussion of the implications of boundary 

condition choice in a creep analysis. 

Chapter 3 provides a critical assessment of the current state of practice for determining long-term 

strength thresholds in brittle rocks. The result of the analysis is a proposed methodology to be used in 

subsequent analyses in time-to-failure data and a set of equations that can be used as a baseline for time-

to-failure in rocks. 

Chapter 4 presents a modified version of the Burgers elasto-visco-plastic constitutive model 

(CVISC) which incorporates an explicit time-to-failure calculation based on in situ strength and stresses. 

The model is verified at the lab scale using existing analytical solutions and an example model at the 

excavation scale is provided.  

Chapter 5 is a general discussion of the findings of this thesis and specific conclusions to be made 

from these findings, the contributions of said findings towards the development of scientific and 

engineering knowledge, and recommendations for future work. 

1.3.1 Literature Review 

This thesis is built on the published works and manuscripts of the author submitted to international 

conferences and international journals. Namely, the body of this thesis is a published conference article 

submitted to Eurock 2020 – International Society for Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering as well as 

two manuscripts submitted to international journals. In these articles, literature reviews relevant to the 

work done by the author are provided. As such, a separate literature review is not provided in the body of 

this thesis to limit repetitiveness. This section is meant to provide an overview of relevant concepts 

reviewed in each article or chapter. 

 Chapter 2 introduces the concept of time-dependency and creep in rock mechanics. The idea of 

modelling creep using empirical formulations, such as the Bailey-Norton power law and rheological 

models, and internal state variable (ISV) models is explored. The historical formulations of these models 

are explained and their significance to use on specific rock types also explored. This section further 
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explains the mechanical behaviour of halite under an applied stress. The purpose of this section is to 

explore the key advantages and disadvantages between different creep material models using halite as an 

analogue due to its readily apparent creep behaviour, ensuring that at the lab scale, the strain-rate 

behaviour observed can be attributed to creep processes. This work is used as a basis for the modelling 

work shown in Chapter 4. 

 Chapter 3 further explores time-dependent behaviour now applied to brittle rocks specifically. 

This chapter provides further background on the study of creep characteristics and mechanics observed in 

rock. In addition to this, rheological models and Bailey-Norton power law are further explained. The idea 

of long-term strength in brittle rocks is also introduced, which is described as the time it takes a sample of 

rock to experience yield under an applied stress that is less than its instantaneous strength (UCS). 

Historical lab testing for long-term strength and the selection of parameters for predicting time-to-failure 

are also explained. It has been shown that long-term strength is a brittle process and therefore sensitive to 

brittle failure processes such as crack initiation (CI) and crack damage (CD) as well as the loading rate 

used at the lab scale. This chapter explains the mechanisms of brittle failure (such as axial splitting) and 

how the CI and CD thresholds have been historically examined at the lab scale and the most appropriate 

methods used to determine them. 

 Chapter 4 explores a proposed model used to model long-term strength. As mentioned previously, 

long-term strength is sensitive to brittle processes, which have also had models built to examine these 

processes. Such models include the DISL and CWFS models. The mechanisms used to develop the CWFS 

and DISL models are explained as well as the limitations of the models when long-term strength is of 

interest with reference to the AECL URL. Also, in this section, the limitations of creep models are also 

explored using published lab data for various rock types and a proposed modification to existing 

rheological models explored. This section makes heavy use of the work completed in Chapter 3 to apply 

the methodologies proposed to use in a numerical model. 

.  
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Numerical Investigation on the Applicability of Time-Dependent Models1 

2.1 Introduction 

Throughout this thesis, the plastic behaviour of rock materials and the implementation of plastic 

behaviour in numerical models is discussed in depth. The numerical models employed in this thesis rely 

heavily on an understanding of stresses and stress invariants to build user defined constitutive models in 

FLAC2D. These invariants are not explored in the elsewhere in this thesis, therefore, an overview of the 

stress invariant and the application to the Mohr-Coulomb criterion is provided in Section 2.2. 

 The latter portion of Chapter 2, starting from Section 2.3, discusses three numerical models that 

are often employed to describe the time-dependent creep behaviour of rocks, namely the Burgers visco-

elastic model, the Bailey-Norton two-component power law, and a modified strain-hardening analogue. 

These models are compared at both the lab and tunnel scale under varying stress and time conditions to 

critically analyze their respective strengths and weaknesses as well as examine the effect of tunnel 

boundary conditions on the convergence behaviour around a tunnel.  

2.2 Stress and Stress Invariants 

The importance of using stress invariants is the inherent property of any invariant, being that regardless of 

orientation in space or coordinate system, the values of the tensor remain the same. The stress tensor can 

also be used to determine principal stresses and principal stress direction. The characteristic form of the 

Cauchy stress tensor in 3-dimensions is shown in Equation 2-1 (Atanackovic and Guran 2000; Irgens 

2008). 

 

     
1This Chapter from Section 2.3 appears as submitted to an international conference with the following 
citation: Innocente JC, Diederichs MS, Paraskevopoulou C, Aubertin JD. Numerical investigation of the 
applicability of time-dependent models. In: Eurock 2020 - Hard Rock Engineering. Published on 
OnePetro; 2020.  Paper Number: ISRM-EUROCK-2020-139 
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𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = �
𝜎𝜎11 𝜎𝜎12 𝜎𝜎13
𝜎𝜎21 𝜎𝜎22 𝜎𝜎23
𝜎𝜎31 𝜎𝜎32 𝜎𝜎33

�                       Eq. 2-1 

To determine the invariant of the Cauchy stress tensor, one must solve for the determinant, as shown in 

Equation 2-2. 

�
𝜎𝜎11 − 𝜎𝜎 𝜎𝜎12 𝜎𝜎13
𝜎𝜎21 𝜎𝜎22 − 𝜎𝜎 𝜎𝜎23
𝜎𝜎31 𝜎𝜎32 𝜎𝜎33 − 𝜎𝜎

� = 0         Eq. 2-2 

Where: 

- σ is the characteristic eigenvalue for the stress tensor 

The solution to Equation 2-2 yields the following set of equations: 

𝜎𝜎3 − 𝐼𝐼1𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎2 + 𝐼𝐼2𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 − 𝐼𝐼3𝜎𝜎 = 0                     Eq. 2- 3a 

𝐼𝐼1𝜎𝜎 = 𝜎𝜎11 + 𝜎𝜎22 + 𝜎𝜎33                     Eq. 2-3b 

𝐼𝐼2𝜎𝜎 = 𝜎𝜎11𝜎𝜎22 + 𝜎𝜎22𝜎𝜎33 + 𝜎𝜎33𝜎𝜎11 − 𝜎𝜎122 − 𝜎𝜎232 − 𝜎𝜎312                  Eq. 2-3c 

𝐼𝐼3𝜎𝜎 = 𝜎𝜎11𝜎𝜎22𝜎𝜎33 + 2𝜎𝜎12𝜎𝜎23𝜎𝜎31 − 𝜎𝜎11𝜎𝜎232 − 𝜎𝜎22𝜎𝜎312 − 𝜎𝜎33𝜎𝜎122                Eq. 2-3d 

Where 𝐼𝐼1𝜎𝜎, 𝐼𝐼2𝜎𝜎, and 𝐼𝐼3𝜎𝜎 are known as the principal stress invariants of the stress tensor, where 𝐼𝐼1𝜎𝜎 is 

related to the hydrostatic component of stress, 𝐼𝐼2𝜎𝜎 is indirectly related to the deviatoric portion of stress, 

and 𝐼𝐼3𝜎𝜎 is a 3-dimensional geometric adjustment factor indirectly related to the intermediate principal 

stress. As described earlier, the stress invariants do not change with rotation of the coordinate system (as 

is the main characteristic of any tensor). The roots to Equation 2-3a give the principal stresses (𝜎𝜎1, 𝜎𝜎2, and 

𝜎𝜎3). In addition to the principal invariants, there are also what is referred to as the main invariants of the 

deviatoric stress tensor. The deviatoric stress tensor can be expressed as: 

𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑 = 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = �
𝜎𝜎11 𝜎𝜎12 𝜎𝜎13
𝜎𝜎21 𝜎𝜎22 𝜎𝜎23
𝜎𝜎31 𝜎𝜎32 𝜎𝜎33

� − �
𝐼𝐼1𝜎𝜎/3 0 0

0 𝐼𝐼1𝜎𝜎/3 0
0 0 𝐼𝐼1𝜎𝜎/3

� = 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 −
1
3
𝐼𝐼1𝜎𝜎𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖               Eq. 2-4a 

𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 1  𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑖𝑖 = 𝑗𝑗
0  𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑖𝑖 ≠ 𝑗𝑗                       Eq. 2-4b 
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Following the same principals as shown in Equation 2-2, the invariants of the deviatoric stress tensor can 

be determined as shown in Equations 2-5a-c. 

𝐽𝐽1̅𝐷𝐷 = 𝑠𝑠𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 = 0                      Eq. 2-5a 

𝐽𝐽2̅𝐷𝐷 = 1
2
𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 1

6
[(𝜎𝜎11 − 𝜎𝜎22)2 + (𝜎𝜎22 − 𝜎𝜎33)2 + (𝜎𝜎33 − 𝜎𝜎11)2] + 𝜎𝜎122 + 𝜎𝜎232 + 𝜎𝜎312              Eq. 2-5b 

𝐽𝐽3̅𝐷𝐷 = 1
3
𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖                     Eq. 2-5c 

Some important factors that are used from the invariants described are shown in Equations 2-6a-d. 

𝜎𝜎� = �3𝐽𝐽2̅𝐷𝐷                      Eq. 2-6a 

𝜉𝜉 = 𝐼𝐼1𝜎𝜎
√3

                       Eq. 2-6b 

𝜌𝜌 = �2𝐽𝐽2̅𝐷𝐷                      Eq. 2-6c 

𝜃𝜃 = 1
3

cos−1 3√3𝐽𝐽
�����

3𝐷𝐷

2𝐽𝐽2̅𝐷𝐷
3/2        0 ≤ 𝜃𝜃 ≤ 𝜋𝜋/3                   Eq. 2-6d 

Where: 

- 𝜎𝜎� is known as the Von-Mises equivalent stress 

- 𝜉𝜉 is the confinement, or strength, term 

- 𝜌𝜌 is the driving stress, or measure of deviatoric stress 

- θ is an intermediate stress correction term, or Lode angle 

All failure criteria, in 3-dimensions, can be expressed using the terms as described in Equations 2-6a-d as: 

𝑓𝑓(𝜉𝜉,𝜌𝜌,𝜃𝜃,𝑘𝑘1,𝑘𝑘2,𝑘𝑘3 … )          Eq. 2-7 

Where: 

- 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 are any relevant material constants (c, 𝜑𝜑, m, s, a, UCS, etc…) 

Throughout the following thesis, the terms “deviator” and “deviatoric” are used. While both terms are 

referring to the same behaviour, it should be noted that the term “deviator” refers to 2-dimensional 

differential stress (𝜎𝜎1 − 𝜎𝜎3) and deviatoric refers to the 3-dimensional equivalent (Eq. 2-6c). 
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2.2.1 Mohr-Coulomb Failure Criterion 

The Mohr-Coulomb (MC) criterion, one of the most widely used failure criteria in materials science, 

describes a linear relationship between applied normal stress and ultimate shear strength of a material 

(Coulomb 1776; Jaeger and Cook 1969). Figure 2-1 is a schematic of the MC criterion in shear stress, 

normal stress space as well as principal stress space with equations shown for each. Figure 2-2 is the MC 

criterion in 3-dimensions, or Haigh-Westergaard space, shown in the π-plane (head on) and with an 

oblique view. 

 

Figure 2-1. Schematic of the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion in 2-dimensions in (a) shear stress-

normal stress space and (b) principal stress space. Respective equations for each are also shown. 
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Figure 2-2. Schematic of the Mohr-Coulomb criterion in 3-dimensions (Haigh-Westergaard stress 

space) in (a) π-plane with the Drucker-Prager criterion overlain and (b) an oblique view showing 

the hydrostatic stress axis. Note subscripts c and t denote compression and tension, respectively. 

 

In 2-dimensions, the MC criterion can be expressed in terms of principal stresses as: 
𝜎𝜎1−𝜎𝜎3
2

− 𝜎𝜎1+𝜎𝜎3
2

𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝜑𝜑 − 𝑐𝑐(𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝜑𝜑) = 𝑄𝑄 − 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝜑𝜑 − 𝑐𝑐(𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝜑𝜑) = 0                Eq. 2-8a 

Where: 

- 𝜑𝜑 is the friction angle 

- 𝑐𝑐 is cohesion 

- 𝜎𝜎1 and 𝜎𝜎3 are the major and minor principal stresses 

In 3-dimensions, the MC criterion is expressed as: 

√2𝜉𝜉(𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝜑𝜑) + √3𝜌𝜌 �𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 �𝜃𝜃 + 𝜋𝜋
3
�� + 𝜌𝜌 �𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠 �𝜃𝜃 + 𝜋𝜋

3
�� 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝜑𝜑 − √6𝑐𝑐(𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝜑𝜑) = 0              Eq. 2-8b 

The components of Equation 2-8b are described in Section 2.1. In 2-dimensions, if the stress state of a 

material lies below the failure envelope, the material is in a fully elastic state and if it is intersecting the 

envelope, it enters a plastic state. In 3-dimensions, the failure envelope is “cone shaped”, as shown in 

Figure 2-2. Note that the beveled edges of the MC criterion in Figure 2-2 represent the effects of the 

intermediate principal stress.  If the stress state is within the cone, it is considered elastic and if it 
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intersects any boundary plane, it enters the plastic state. For reference, the Drucker-Prager criterion is 

expressed as: 

√6𝜉𝜉 � 2𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
√3(3−𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠)

� + 𝜌𝜌 − √2 � 6𝑐𝑐(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠)
√3(3−𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠)

� = 0                  Eq. 2-8c 

Note the lack of Lode angle term in Equation 2-8c, highlighting that the Drucker-Prager criterion does not 

include any effects from the intermediate principal stress. In 2-dimensions, the Drucker-Prager criterion 

reduces to the MC criterion. Plastic flow corrections for the Mohr-Coulomb criterion applied to a 

numerical model are described in Appendix A. 

2.3 Introduction to Time-dependency and Creep 

The commonly used failure criteria and constitutive laws for rock materials used to calculate the strength 

and deformation of rock are based on elasto-plastic behaviour; however, they do not explicitly nor 

mechanistically take time-dependent deformations into account. Rock materials exhibiting time-

dependent behaviour are often referred to as visco-elastic or visco-elasto-plastic, where viscosity refers to 

the time-dependent deformations experienced within the rock material. The theory related to the 

deformation of such rocks is called visco-elasticity. A general formula for the total strain a rock 

experiences in any scenario can be expressed as shown in Eq. 2-9 where total strain (ε) is the sum of 

instantaneous strain (ε0) and time-dependent strain (εt). 

𝜀𝜀 = 𝜀𝜀0 + 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡            Eq. 2-9 

 Time-dependent behaviour in rocks manifests as several different mechanisms including creep, 

swelling, consolidation, stress relaxation, and dilation, which have all been shown to have time-dependent 

mechanics (Kranz and Scholz 1977; Barla 1995). Creep is defined as the irreversible time-dependent 

shear strain of a material without volume change (no volumetric straining) when subject to a constant load 

(Cristescu 2009). Creep phenomenon is most commonly applied to the study of soft, mono-mineralic 

rocks such as halite, potash, and limestone (Paraskevopoulou et al. 2018). 
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 In order to examine conventional approaches to creep, it is useful to investigate salt as the 

medium. The purpose of this chapter is to critically analyze three different creep models using lab data for 

halite from the Week’s Island salt mine, located in Louisiana, USA. The creep models being highlighted 

include rheological visco-elastic models, the two-component power law, and a modified strain-hardening 

model. The fundamental strain rate-stress-time relationships will be examined, highlighting the key 

differences between the models, as well as the appropriateness of each model. In addition, selection of 

appropriate boundary conditions for modelling time-dependent phenomena is examined, showing the key 

differences between elasto-plastic and visco-elastic models.  

2.4 Background 

2.4.1 Geological History of Rock Salt 

Halite, often referred to as rock salt or salt, is a sodium-chloride (NaCl) industrial mineral used for a wide 

variety of applications. Halite is an evaporite mineral, meaning its formation is the direct result of 

precipitation and deposition in sea water at its saturation point (Jeremic 1994). Halite has been considered 

a potential host rock for low to medium level nuclear waste storage, most notably at the Waste Isolation 

Pilot Plant (WIPP), located 42km east of Carlsbad, New Mexico. Halite is not a strong rock, by definition, 

especially when compared to other low porosity rocks such as granite, but its unique mechanical 

properties (e.g. recrystallization, low porosity, time-dependent behaviour) makes it ideal as a host rock for 

a deep geological repository (DGR).  

Halite draws its unique mechanical properties from its crystal composition, which forms perfect 

cubes of sodium and chloride ions. This arrangement of ions effectively allows salt to recrystallize at 

various temperatures and saturations that can heal micro fractures within the crystal structure (Handin et 

al. 1986; Senseny et al. 1992). 

On average for pure halite, the shear modulus is 11GPa, the bulk modulus is 29GPa, the 

unconfined compressive strength (UCS) ranges from 15 to 30MPa, and the tensile strength is often less 

than 1MPa. These values are subject to change depending on the degree of heterogeneity of the material, 
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including impurities (Aubertin et al. 2019). The characteristically low strength properties of salt combined 

with its recovery capacity as described earlier commonly lead to creep associated strains under constant 

stress conditions. The creep in halite can be observed after very short periods of time, nearly 

instantaneously, and at relatively low stress conditions as opposed to other low porosity, polycrystalline 

rocks which do not experience significant creep after much longer periods of time. As a result, many 

projects in halite with short life spans, such as mining operations, must consider the time-dependent 

deformations associated with halite.  

2.4.2 Mechanical Behaviour during Time-Dependency in Rock Salt 

2.4.2.1 Creep Behaviour  

Creep behaviour is divided into three stages, namely, primary (or transient), secondary (or stationary), and 

tertiary creep. The general strain-time behaviour of the creep stages is highlighted in Fig. 2-3a and 2-3b. 

Note that the primary stage of creep is marked by a decreasing strain rate, eventually leading into the 

secondary stage of creep, which has a constant strain rate. The material may or may not then go into the 

tertiary stage of creep, which is marked by a sudden increase in strain rate leading to material yield or 

rupture. The primary stage of creep is related to a strain-hardening effect in the rock due to dislocation 

pileups at the micro-scale crystal structure whereas secondary creep is the result of steady-state 

dislocation glide within the crystal structure. The change in crystal structure due to dislocation gliding can 

be counter-balanced by thermal healing processes that are often associated to halite. Halite has a relatively 

low activation energy and when reached, the atomic structure is allowed to re-organize to a lower energy 

state. Tertiary creep is associated with material yield, which may also be combined with creep processes; 

however, the linkage between creep and yield is seldom discussed in literature.  

2.4.2.2 Strain-Hardening and Strain-Softening Behaviour 

Strain-hardening is defined as an increase in material strength with increased strain after material yields. 

In other words, after a material has undergone yielding, an increase in plastic strains within the material 
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allows the material to sustain further increases in stress. This behaviour is often associated to ductile 

materials such as halite, potash, metals, and some soils. In contrast, strain-softening is a material 

behaviour in which, after the yield point, the material loses strength and further increases in strain lead to 

decreases in the amount of stress the material can sustain (Figure 2-3c). Strain-softening is often 

associated with brittle rocks such as granites, granodiorites, and other polycrystalline materials. Halite can 

also behave in a brittle manner if loaded rapidly enough, but in general and under slow loading conditions, 

it can be assumed to be ductile.  

2.4.3 Constitutive Models and Laws 

Models used to simulate time-dependent behaviour can, in general, be separated into one of three 

categories: a) empirical functions based on curve fitting to experimental data, b) rheological models based 

on time-dependent behavioral analogues composed of assemblages of springs, dashpots, plastic sliders, 

and brittle elements, and c) general theories of mechanics implemented in numerical analysis codes. This 

section aims at highlighting common time-dependent models as well as their key advantages, differences, 

and downfalls.  

2.4.3.1 Rheological Models 

As explained previously, rheological models are time-dependent behavioral analogues composed of real-

world mechanical elements such as springs, dashpots, and plastic sliders, which, when subjected to a 

deviatoric stress, can result in stress-strain-time relationships observed in lab scale or tunnel scale tests. 

While many rheological models exist, Figure 2-3(a-c) illustrates the one-dimensional plastic Burgers-

creep viscous (CVISC) model that is often used in numerical modelling for creep. The CVISC model is a 

combination of a Maxwell and Kelvin creep models with an attached plastic slider acting as a Mohr-

Coulomb type material at the end. The exclusion of the plastic component in the CVISC model gives the 

elastic analogue referred to as the Burgers model. 
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Figure 2-3. Strain (a) and strain-rate (b) over time for three creep phases where, ε is strain, ε ̇ is the 

strain rate, ε0 is the instantaneous strain, and t is time. and (c) Typical stress-strain curves for 

strain-hardening and strain-softening materials, modified from Paraskevopoulou (2016). 

 
Figure 2-4. Mechanical analogue (a) for CVISC creep model and associated stress-time (b) and 

strain-time (c) behaviour, where E is the elasticity modulus, η is the viscosity, σ is an applied stress, 

c is cohesion, 𝝈𝝈𝝈𝝈 is tensile strength. ϕ is the friction angle, ψ is dilation angle, and subscripts M and 

K refer to Maxwell and Kelvin components respectively, modified from Paraskevopoulou (2016). 

The Kelvin creep model represents the primary stage of creep with a decreasing strain-rate and fully 

recoverable strains upon unloading. The Maxwell model represents the instantaneous strain and secondary 

stage of creep with a constant strain rate and irrecoverable strains. From Figure 2-4a, it can be seen that 

true viscoplastic strains are not considered in the CVISC model since the plastic component of strain is 

not attached to a time-dependent element in parallel. The analytical solution for strain for a Burgers type 

material subjected to triaxial conditions is shown in Eq. 2-10, where ε is axial strain, p is the mean stress, 
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q is the applied deviator stress, K is the bulk modulus, G is the shear modulus, t is time, and η is viscosity. 

Subscripts M and K denote Maxwell and Kelvin components, respectively.  

𝜀𝜀 = 𝑝𝑝
3𝐾𝐾

+ 𝑞𝑞
3𝐺𝐺𝑀𝑀

+ 𝑞𝑞
3𝐺𝐺𝐾𝐾

�1 − exp �− 𝐺𝐺𝐾𝐾𝑡𝑡
𝜂𝜂𝐾𝐾
�� + 𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡

3𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀
                   Eq. 2-10 

2.4.3.2 Bailey-Norton Two-Component Power Law Model 

The Bailey-Norton Power Law was first introduced by Norton (1929) in which Norton studied the creep 

of steel at various temperatures and noted that the strain rate over various applied loads increased 

exponentially. The strain-rate for the two-component power law is shown in Eq. 2-11a and 2- 11b, where 

𝜀𝜀�̇�𝑠 is the secondary creep rate, A1, A2, n1, and n2 are material parameters, and qref is a reference deviator 

stress. 

𝜀𝜀�̇�𝑠 = 𝐴𝐴1𝑞𝑞𝑠𝑠1 for 𝑞𝑞 ≥ 𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟                  Eq. 2-11a 

𝜀𝜀�̇�𝑠 = 𝐴𝐴2𝑞𝑞𝑠𝑠2 for 𝑞𝑞 < 𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟                  Eq. 2-11b 

The development of the two-component power law was due to the need to account for transitioning 

between creep mechanisms at varying levels of deviatoric stress. For example, the transition from ductile 

to brittle behaviour at some stress threshold, qref. As noted previously, the two-component power law only 

models the secondary stage of creep. Generally, for simple and very long-term loading conditions, 

ignoring the effect of the primary stage of creep may result in relatively small errors in the total 

accumulated strain. However, in cases such as room and pillar operations, such as those found in salt 

mines, pillars are subject to variable and constantly changing stresses over short periods of time, 

therefore, the primary stage cannot be ignored. It should also be noted that the boundary between primary 

and secondary creep for the two-component power law is a stress boundary, whereas with the rheological 

models, it is a time boundary, which has implications in numerical modelling.   

2.4.3.3 SUVICsh and Modified Strain-Hardening Models 

Both empirical and rheological models neglect the mechanics of strain-history within the rock and are 

simply best fits to an observed strain rate in a lab setting or in situ. That is to say, they are 
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phenomenological models. The strain-rate history dependent unified viscoplastic model with internal state 

variables for crystalline materials (SUVIC) is a unified creep model, meaning it does not dissociate 

primary and secondary creep phases when evaluating the overall inelastic creep strain (Aubertin et al. 

1999; Yahya et al. 2000). The SUVICsh model was developed to model the strain-hardening (SH) 

behaviour of salt over time as creep dislocations pile-up within the rock, meaning that the next strain step 

in the SUVICsh model is a function of the strain history. The SUVICsh model was adopted by Boulianne 

(2003) and Boulianne et al. (2004) as a simplification to the highly complex model and denoted as the 

modified SH model.  

From Eq. 2-9, the total strain in a system is the sum of its elastic and time-dependent (inelastic) 

strains. The elastic strains are governed by Hooke’s Law (Timoshenko and Goodier 1951), as with most 

constitutive models. The inelastic strains for the SUVICsh model are shown in Eq. 2-12a and 2-12b, where 

𝜀𝜀̇𝑖𝑖 is the inelastic strain rate, 𝜎𝜎� = �3𝐽𝐽2, 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 is an internal stress, and K, B, and R are internal state variables. 

Note that J2 is the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor and n is a material property. 

𝜀𝜀̇𝑖𝑖 = 𝐴𝐴 �𝜎𝜎�−𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖
𝐾𝐾
�
𝑠𝑠

                    Eq. 2-12a 

𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 = 𝐵𝐵 + 𝑅𝑅                    Eq. 2-12b 

The internal state variables K, B, and R are known as the drag stress, directional back stress, and isotropic 

yield strength, respectively. In the modified SH model, the internal stress variable in Eq. 2-12b, is 

removed, which reduces the number of required material constants from up to 26 down to 6, plus elastic 

components, making it more feasible to use. Specifics on the details for the evolution of the internal state 

variable, K, can be found in Julien (1999) and Aubertin et al. (1999), but it should be noted that the 

evolution of K allows for the SUVICsh and modified SH model to calculate strain rates at the next step as 

a function of the strain rate in the previous step. Additionally, many of the parameters within the modified 

SH model behave similarly to those of the two-component power law.  
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2.5 Numerical Comparison of Rheological, Power Law, and Modified SH Models 

This section summarizes the results of the preliminary numerical modelling. First, the Burgers model was 

calibrated to the modified SH model using a lab scale constant stress creep test under 10MPa deviator 

stress. The three creep models were then used to simulate both lab scale constant stress creep tests as well 

as model a 10m diameter tunnel. In all cases, variables such as geometry and stress conditions were kept 

constant to highlight the differences in stress relaxation, deformation, and strain-rate behaviour.  

2.5.1 Calibration of Models 

Boulianne (2003) presented parameters for the modified SH model for Avery Island salt which were 

subsequently calibrated for the Week’s Island salt dome, located near Avery Island, by Aubertin et al. 

(2018). The parameters presented by Aubertin et al. (2018) were used for the modelling process. The 

general strain-time behaviour of the modified SH model and Burgers model are similar, though 

mechanistically different. Using the procedure outlined in Goodman (1989) to determine material 

constants for Burgers type materials, the Burgers model was calibrated to the modified SH model in a 

FLAC2D (Itasca 2011) numerical model of a constant stress creep test at 10MPa deviator stress. The 

model geometries used in the calibration process and subsequent analyses are shown in Figure 2-5 and the 

results of the calibration are shown in Figure 2-6a. Figure 2-6b shows the subsequent strain rate-time 

behaviour for each model under the same conditions used for the calibration process. Table 2-1 presents 

the material constants for the Week’s Island salt dome for each of the time-dependent models discussed, 

including the calibrated Burgers model. Note that in Table 2-1, the elastic properties apply to all creep 

models with the exception of the shear modulus for the Burgers model, which is accounted for by the 

Maxwell shear modulus (GM). 
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Figure 2-5. FLAC2D model geometries for (a) constant stress boundary condition and (b) fixed 

boundary condition for a 5m radius circular tunnel in a 10MPa isotropic stress field and (c) 

constant stress creep test under 10MPa deviator stress. 

 

 

Table 2-1. Material properties for various time-dependent models for the Weeks Island salt dome 

(Boulianne 2003). 

Elastic Burgers Power Law Modified SH 
Density [kg/m3] 2167 ηM [GPa-s] 1.11E+8 A1 [Pa-1s-1] 7.91E-44 A* [s-1] 1.76E-13 
K [GPa] 19.6 ηK [GPa-s] 2.84E+7 n1 4.75 A5 [MPa] 27.0 
G [GPa] 7.52 GM [GPa] 7.52 A2 [Pa-1s-1] 3.40E-28 N* 4 
  GK [GPa] 0.466 n2 2.5 n* 2.5 
    qref [MPa] 9.00 �̇�𝜺𝟎𝟎 [s-1] 8.80E-11 
      σ0 [MPa] 9.15 
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Figure 2-6. a) Comparison of the strain-time behaviour under uniaxial stress conditions for the 

modified SH model and calibrated Burgers model and b) strain rate vs time of various models 

during creep test with constant load of 10MPa. 

Figure 2-6a and 2-6b show the strain rate-stress response for a constant stress creep test. It should be 

noted that the instantaneous creep rate for the modified SH model is much higher than either an equivalent 

Burgers or power law model, but it rapidly decays to a constant strain rate similar to that of the power 

law. The secondary creep rates for the Burgers and modified SH model increase nearly linearly with 

increased applied stress; however, outside the calibration range for the power law, the strain rate increases 

exponentially, and rapidly approaches values much higher than either the Burgers or modified SH model.  

2.5.2 Boundary Conditions in Time-Dependent Models 

One particular issue with modelling time-dependent phenomena is the choice of boundary condition for a 

specific model. In a majority of cases the external boundary for tunnel models is set as either a stress 

boundary or a fixed boundary. In an instantaneous elasticity model, this has no implications; however, for 

a model in which time is a variable, this choice has a large impact on the final result. Using the quarter-

mesh tunnel geometry as shown in Figure 2-5a and Figure 2-5b, as well as the three creep models 

previously described, a comparison is made between the two geometries and recommendations made to 

the reader about the appropriateness of each.  
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Figure 2-7. Comparison of the strain rate vs axial stress behaviour for various models during creep 

test under varying axial loads during a) instantaneous response and b) secondary stage response. 

For each of the models, an isotropic stress field of 10MPa is initialized in the principal directions and the 

instantaneous stress and strains are solved. The result of this, regardless of the boundary condition, is the 

same convergence measurements and stress field, which would be the same as for a perfectly elastic 

model. After the model is initialized, it is cycled for 100 years. Note that time in FLAC2D is measured as 

the time-step multiplied by the number of cycles. The convergence results for each run are shown in 

Figure 2-8a. From this, it can be seen that the instantaneous elastic convergence is 0.034% for each 

model, regardless of the boundary condition. However, as soon as creep begins taking place around the 

opening, an important observation is made. The models with an applied stress boundary reach an 

equilibrium creep rate that is greater than zero whereas the models with a fixed boundary reach the 

secondary creep stage with a steadily decreasing creep rate that asymptotically approaches zero. 

The rate of tunnel convergence can be correlated to the changing, or constant, stress field induced by the 

boundary condition. Figure 2-8b shows the deviator stress in the roof of the tunnel over the same 100 

years. It can be observed that when the external boundary is fixed, the stresses are allowed to relax around 

the tunnel as it converges and the stresses also asymptotically approach zero whereas when the external 

boundary has an applied stress, the stresses are not allowed to relax and therefore, creep continues 

indefinitely. It is clear that the effect of an incorrect choice in boundary condition for time-dependent 
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models has a significant impact on the result of any numerical model and one must be thoughtful in 

assessing how the system is behaving in situ. For example, if a model includes the effect of gravity due to 

the weight of rock above the site, this would indicate a constant stress boundary, whereas horizontally 

locked in stresses due to plate tectonics may represent a fixed boundary.  

 
Figure 2-8. a) Convergence measurements for the crown of a circular 10m diameter tunnel using 

two different boundary conditions and three different creep models, and b) Deviator stress 

measurements in the crown of a 10m diameter tunnel using two different boundary conditions and 

creep models. Note that (-Fixed) means the data pertains to the tunnel model with a fixed external 

boundary and that (-Stress) pertains to the tunnel model with an applied normal stress external 

boundary. 

2.6 Conclusions 

Three different time-dependent creep models have been critically discussed and compared. It has been 

shown that each of the rheological, power law, and modified SH models are effective at capturing creep 

phenomena in simple loading conditions without loading-unloading cycles. The models do, however, have 

significant differences that must be considered when choosing an appropriate model for use in each 

specific case. The Burgers creep model is a purely visco-elastic model that phenomenologically recreates 

creep strains using time as a direct input for creep rate. Additionally, the secondary, or long-term, creep 

rate for the Burgers model increases linearly with stress; however, it has been shown at the lab scale that 

creep in mono-mineralic, low porosity rocks generally follow an exponential relationship with stress 
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(Griggs 1940). The power law is advantageous in that it captures this exponential relationship with stress 

and is independent of time; however, it fails to capture the primary stage of creep in a meaningful way 

which is significant in short-term, complex loading scenarios. The modified SH model effectively 

captures the creep behaviour of salt in a similar manner to the power law, but includes a viscoplastic, 

strain-hardening element that can capture the primary stage of creep in a more mechanistic way than the 

rheological models discussed. The most significant issue with any internal state variable model, such as 

SUVICsh and modified SH is the difficulty in obtaining model parameters due purely to the number of 

variables or complexity in lab testing and therefore, are usually not feasible for complex analyses. The 

effect of boundary condition choice in a time-dependent model has also been discussed. Typically, a 

numerical model would be solved instantaneously or with time implicitly considered via decaying internal 

stresses. As it has been shown, in a time-dependent model where time is explicitly considered, the choice 

of boundary condition significantly impacts the results from the model and one must carefully consider 

the in situ conditions of their model when choosing their boundary conditions.  
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Review of Long-Term Strength and Time-to-Failure of Brittle Rocks: Lab 

Testing and Interpretation2 

3.1 Introduction 

The strength of rock and rock masses can be considered time-dependent (Griggs 1939; Kaiser 1979; Hoek 

and Brown 1980; Lajtai et al. 1991; Pellet et al. 2005; Diederichs 2007; Paraskevopoulou and Diederichs 

2013a; Paraskevopoulou 2016); however, the effect of time at relatively short timescales is generally 

negligible and not considered in many engineering projects in brittle rocks. More recently, there has been 

increasing interest and construction of deep geological repositories (DGRs) for the purpose of nuclear 

waste storage for ultra-long timespans, on the order of one million years (e.g. Radakovic-guzina et al. 

2015). As a result, interest in the long-term behaviour of underground openings in brittle rocks has also 

increased.  

For a repository to act effectively and continue its ability to isolate nuclear waste from the biosphere, 

understanding of the ultra-long-term performance and deformation behaviour of the surrounding host rock 

is crucial (e.g. Damjanac and Fairhurst 2010). In cases where the in situ stresses around an opening are 

high compared to the rock’s short-term strength, there is a possibility for time-dependent deformation, 

strength degradation, and post-construction failure. To create an effective support design and tunnel 

layout, the engineer requires tools to predict the behaviour of the rock in the long-term, such as those 

introduced by Lajtai and Schmidtke (1986). 

 
 
 
 
     
2This Chapter appears as submitted to an international journal with the following citation:  
Innocente JC, Paraskevopoulou C, Diederichs MS. Review of Long-Term Strength and Time-to-Failure of 
Brittle Rocks: Lab Testing and Interpretation. Kingston; 2020. (Submitted in November 2020 to January 
2021) 
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The purpose of this chapter is to review the different long-term strength tests conducted on 

various brittle rocks such that existing tools used to predict time-to-failure of rocks can be better utilized 

by the engineer or researcher. Long-term strength tests refer to those conducted on rocks at the laboratory 

scale under a constant stress and controlled environmental conditions. Review of the literature 

(Bieniawski 1967a, 1967b; Kranz and Scholz 1977; Lajtai and Schmidtke 1986; Martin et al. 1997b; 

Qiaoxing 2006; Paraskevopoulou et al. 2015a, 2015b, 2018) indicates that it is most common to perform 

these tests in unconfined conditions and at relative room temperature and humidity (RRH); therefore, the 

effect of confinement and temperature are not discussed. However, the scarcity of high temperature long-

term strength tests is an important issue with respect to used nuclear waste storage as this is the 

environment to be expected and is shown in Lau et al. (2000) to have an effect on the time-failure-

behaviour of brittle rocks. Emphasis is placed on the testing regime procedure for long-term strength tests 

and how both time-to-failure (TTF) and applied driving stress ratio (DSR) should be interpreted. 

3.2 Background 

Time-dependency in rock mechanics can refer to several different mechanisms such as creep, swelling, 

consolidation, stress-relaxation, and crack-propagation / dilation. In brittle rocks, time-dependent 

phenomena manifest as pseudo-creep followed by rupture due to accumulation of cracks and crack 

interaction occurring over time. However, current models for time-dependent creep and rupture do not 

explicitly nor mechanistically account for this behaviour. This section provides an overview of brittle rock 

mechanics and general time-dependent behaviour of brittle rocks. 

3.2.1 Long-Term-Strength and Creep in Rock Mechanics 

Time-dependency refers to the deformation of materials with time and the associated deformation 

mechanisms, or the type of deformation occurring, are referred to as time-dependent phenomena. Time-

dependent behaviour in rocks and other geo-materials has widely been discussed in literature (e.g. Singh 

1975; Aydan et al. 1993; Einstein 1996; Malan et al. 1997; Hagros et al. 2008; Paraskevopoulou 2016; 

Paraskevopoulou et al. 2017). The concept of time-dependent behaviour was first applied to the study of 
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creep on metals, which is a material that exhibits true creep behaviour in relatively short timespans 

(Norton 1929). Time-dependent behaviour of geo-materials was not explored until 1939 when Griggs 

undertook laboratory experiments on limestone, anhydrite, shale, and chalk to study their respective creep 

behaviours. 

The idea of stand-up time was an early attempt to include the concept of time-dependent 

behaviour in the design of large-scale underground structures developed in various rock masses. 

Empirical models developed since the early 1970’s such as Bieniawski's (1974) rock mass rating system 

(RMR), Barton's (1974) tunnel quality index (Q), Mathews’ stope stability method (Golder Associates 

1981), and Palmstron's (1995) rock mass index (RMi) relate the quality of the rock mass and the 

unsupported stand-up time of the proposed design based on previous case histories. Implicitly, these 

empirical systems predict the long-term strength of the rock mass surrounding excavations, but they do 

not predict the probable mechanism of material failure or the time-dependent phenomena it will 

experience. 

The long-term strength of rock refers to the time it takes for a material to fail under a sustained, 

constant differential load. Many researchers since the 1960’s (Bieniawski 1967b; Wawersik 1972; Kranz 

and Scholz 1977; Schmidtke and Lajtai 1985; Schmidtke 1986; Lau et al. 2000; Cristescu 2009; 

Paraskevopoulou et al. 2018, etc..) have conducted long-term strength experiments on various brittle 

rocks. The experiments are typically laboratory tests conducted under uniaxial stress conditions in which a 

static load, represented as a percentage of the short-term strength, is held on the sample until yield occurs.  

3.2.2 Types of Time-Dependent Phenomena 

Paraskevopoulou et. al. (2018) provide a comprehensive overview of the determination and interpretation 

of different types of time-dependent phenomena that result in the time-weakening behaviour experienced 

at the tunnel scale. The following section will focus on creep mechanics and relevant models developed to 

simulate creep at the lab and excavation scale. 
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3.2.2.1 Creep 

True material creep is defined as the irreversible time-dependent shear strain without volume change (no 

volumetric strain) when subject to a constant load (Cristescu 2009). In geological sciences, creep is 

related to long-term loading and deformation of materials and structures such as landslides, volcanoes, 

etc… (Amitrano and Helmstetter 2006). During creep, there are three stages of deformation, first 

introduced by Da Andeade (1910), denoted as reversible (visco-elastic), partially reversible (visco-elastic-

plastic) and fully irreversible (visco-plastic), where the term visco- refers to the time-dependent portion of 

deformation. The three stages of creep can clearly be defined by their behaviour in strain-time and strain-

rate-time space as shown in Figure 3-1. 

 

Figure 3-1. General (a) strain-time and (b) strain rate-time behaviour exhibited by creeping 

materials. Strain in this case refers to shear strain without volumetric strain. 

The creep stages shown in Figure 3-1 begin after a load that is less than the strength of the material is 

applied and held constant. During the loading stage, strains are typically fully elastic and can be recovered 

upon removal of the load. While the load is held constant, the strain in the material increases, but at a 

decreasing rate heading towards steady state. This stage is known as primary (or transient) creep. Primary 

creep is dominated by a strain-hardening effect in rocks that is controlled by rapid dislocation migration 

within its crystal structure and at grain boundaries, which slows in time due to dislocation pileups. 
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Secondary creep is the result of dislocation glide (with or without recovery of pileups) within the crystal 

structure (Orlová and Čadek 1986). 

Typically, during the primary stage, strains can be fully recovered upon load removal given an 

equal amount of time from which the sample was tested. When the straining approaches steady state, a 

transition to secondary (or stationary) creep takes place. Strains that develop during the secondary stage 

cannot be recovered without reversal in boundary conditions. The material may then experience an 

acceleration in strain-rate eventually leading to rupture, denoted as tertiary creep, though this stage may 

not be related to creep mechanics, but may be related to brittle yield mechanics. It should be noted that 

these stages of creep may differ among varying rock types. In brittle rocks, secondary creep is seldom 

observed, and the rocks typically transition from primary creep straight to accelerating strains and rupture 

(Lockner 1993a). 

3.2.2.1.1 Creep Models for Rock 

Many empirical relationships have been developed for modelling of time-dependent behaviour based on 

laboratory data and in situ observations. Like other constitutive models for describing the strength of rock 

in confinement, these empirical relationships are rock type specific. Common models used to calculate 

failure and deformation in a rock mass do not explicitly take time into account. That is, common rock 

classification models calculate “instantaneous” stresses and strains but cannot account for time-dependent 

weakening/strengthening nor time-dependent strains. Time-dependent models can be categorized into 

three categories: (a) empirical functions (Aydan et al. 1993; Singh et al. 1998), (b) rheological models 

(Gioda 1981; Ottosen 1986; Chugh et al. 1987) and models built upon them (Debernardi 2008). 

Empirical functions are mathematical formulas that describe the strain-time behaviour of rock that 

are generally derived from associated strain-time curves from static-load creep tests or from in situ 

monitoring of convergence data. Empirical functions are derived from test data of certain rocks and apply 

only to the conditions in which the data was obtained. That is, the functions lack flexibility and require 

calibration to be applied in a design scenario. Senseny (1983) also concluded that though these functions 
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can adequately reproduce lab scenario stress-strain data, they lack any physical meaning. One such 

function to describe the creep behaviour of rock is the Bailey-Norton power law (Norton 1929), which 

takes the form: 

𝜀𝜀̇ = 𝛼𝛼𝜎𝜎�𝛽𝛽                   Eq. 3-1a 

𝜎𝜎� = �3𝐽𝐽2 = (0.5[(𝜎𝜎11 − 𝜎𝜎22) + (𝜎𝜎22 − 𝜎𝜎33)2 + (𝜎𝜎33 − 𝜎𝜎11)2 + 6(𝜎𝜎122 + 𝜎𝜎232 + 𝜎𝜎312 )])0.5          Eq. 3-1b 

Where: 

- ε̇ is the secondary strain-rate 

- σ� is the Von-Mises equivalent stress, or second invariant of the deviator stress tensor 

- σij are the components of the stress tensor 

- α and β are curve-fitting constants 

Models built upon general theories of rock mechanics are considered the most versatile of the time-

dependent models and are not limited to specific scenarios without the use of extensive calibration. One 

such model is the Stress Hardening Elastic Viscous Plastic (SHELVIP) model used to quantify squeezing 

in tunnels (Debernardi 2008). The SHELVIP model was developed to describe squeezing around tunnels 

where the material is in a visco-plastic state and a flow rule describing this behaviour was developed 

where the basis for the formulation is that the material behaves in a strain-hardening manner with time 

similar to that described by the SUVICsh model. 

The term “rheology” refers to the branch of study related to the flow of liquids and solids under 

an applied force in which they deform plastically rather than elastically (Schowalter 1978). Rheological 

creep models are models that have been built up from simple mechanical analogues such as springs, 

dashpots, plastic sliders, and brittle yield elements. These elements can then be combined in series or 

parallel in many ways to describe the strain-time behaviour of rocks at the lab or in situ scale. Cristescu 

(1989) provides various examples of ways in which these elements can be arranged for different 

scenarios. 
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As the term “rheological” implies, rheological models developed to model the creep behaviour in 

rocks are based on the assumption of perfect visco-elastic-plastic behaviour resulting from creep 

mechanics. However, these models are inadequate in accounting for the inelastic behaviour in rocks 

caused by the development of microcracks and flaws. The most commonly implemented rheological creep 

model is the Burger’s / CVISC model (Goodman 1989), shown in Figure 3-2. 

 

Figure 3-2. Schematic representations of (a) Burgers and CVISC creep models and (b) the 

associated strain-time behaviour under a constant differential stress. 

The Burgers creep model is a mathematical representation of ideal creep under constant stress. It is built 

on the simpler Maxwell and Kelvin models, which represent the secondary and primary stages of creep, 

respectively. When a constant stress is applied to the model, the springs act according to Hooke’s Law 

(Atanackovic and Guran 2000) and the dashpots act as a Newtonian fluid (Batchelor 2000). According to 

Goodman (1980), the axial strain over time under a constant stress can be expressed using Equation 3-2. It 

should be noted that in a numerical model, Equation 3-2 is for axisymmetric conditions. 

𝜀𝜀(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑝𝑝
3𝐾𝐾

+ 𝑞𝑞
3𝐺𝐺

+ 𝑞𝑞
3𝐺𝐺𝐾𝐾

�1 − exp �− 𝐺𝐺𝐾𝐾
𝜂𝜂𝐾𝐾
𝑡𝑡�� + 𝑞𝑞

3𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀
𝑡𝑡      Eq. 3-2 

Where: 

- 𝜀𝜀 is the axial strain at time, t 

- 𝑝𝑝 is the applied mean stress  
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- 𝑞𝑞 is the applied deviatoric stress 

- 𝐾𝐾 is the bulk modulus 

- 𝐺𝐺 is the shear modulus 

- 𝐺𝐺𝐾𝐾 is the Kelvin shear modulus 

- 𝜂𝜂𝐾𝐾 is the Kelvin viscosity 

- 𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀 is the Maxwell viscosity 

The CVISC model is a modification of the Burgers creep model where a plastic slider is added in series to 

the original model. This allows a numerical model to include plasticity as well as creep, however, this 

plastic slider is not a substitute for tertiary creep, but rather, is only an instantaneous formulation. Tertiary 

creep is a complex mechanism that is typically modelled using visco-plastic models (Dragon and Mroz 

1979; Debernardi 2008) or stress-corrosion models (Damjanac and Fairhurst 2010). The Burgers creep 

model provides a phenomenological framework to describe time-dependent creep for ductile materials, as 

shown in Chapter 2, but fails to account for dilatant behaviour and crack propagation when discussing 

brittle creep behaviour, the visco-plastic component as Paraskevopoulou and Diederichs (2013a) and 

(2013b)  noted, or the exponential increase in strain-rate with increasing applied stress.  

3.2.3 Effect of Strain-Rate on Rock Strength 

During standard unconfined compressive strength (UCS), or triaxial compressive strength (TCS) testing, 

the influence of loading rate on rock strength can be ignored if the loading rate complies with the 

standards of ASTM D7012-14e1 (ASTM 2014) or the ISRM suggested methods for determining strength 

of rock materials in triaxial compression (ISRM 1983). Both methodologies state that a loading rate 

between 0.5 and 1.0MPa/s or a strain rate on the order of 3με/s will provide ultimate strength values that 

are reasonably free from errors due to loading rate effects. The methodologies differ however, in that the 

ASTM standards state that an alternative loading rate can be used such that peak strength is reached 

within 2 to 15 minutes whereas the ISRM suggested methods state that the minimum time should not be 

less than 10 minutes to reach peak strength.  
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Several authors have studied the effects of loading rate on the ultimate strength of different rocks 

(Brace et al. 1966; Bieniawski 1970; Peng and Podnieks 1972; Sangha and Dhir 1972; Lajtai et al. 1991; 

Ma and Daemen 2006; Jaczkowski 2017; Komurlu 2018). In these studies, UCS and TCS tests were 

conducted on different rock types using the approaches as stated in the ASTM standards and ISRM 

suggested methods, except strain rates of several orders of magnitude difference were used between tests. 

Figure 3-3 highlights the relationship between applied strain rate and failure stress for several rock types. 

As seen in Figure 3-3, there is an upwards trend in rock strength with increased applied strain-rate. 

 

Figure 3-3. Plot of failure stress vs. strain rate for various rock types showing the general increase 

in ultimate strength with increasing constant strain rate. Failure stress has been normalized to the 

average UCS to compare data between rock types. The blue arrow indicates the most typical strain-

rate used for UCS testing at 3.3E-6 s-1 (ASTM, 2014) 

Atkinson and Meredith (1987) suggest that crack extension can occur at lower stresses due to sub-critical 

crack growth, resulting from physio-chemical processes associated with water and temperature. A 

recognized phenomenon associated with sub-critical crack growth is the process of stress-corrosion, 
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which is a process related to the moisture content of a material and the surrounding environment. The 

process of stress-corrosion weakens material bonding at crack-tips, thereby reducing fracture toughness, 

from chemical processes commonly resulting from water as the influencing agent. At slow loading rates, 

samples are exposed to stresses lower than their ultimate strength for longer periods of time, allowing the 

process of stress-corrosion to take place, weakening the rock. The reduction in fracture toughness also 

supports the existence of a static-fatigue, or long-term strength boundary as the process of stress-corrosion 

requires fractures to have been initiated and be able to propagate. 

3.2.4 Strength of Massive to Moderately Jointed Brittle Rocks 

The proper classification of rock masses and their associated in situ strength at the excavation scale has 

been a significant research topic for many researchers (Barton 1974; Bieniawski 1974; Hoek and Brown 

1980, 1997, 2019; Martin 1993, 1997; Diederichs 1999, 2003, 2007; Marinos and Hoek 2000; Diederichs 

and Martin 2010; Bewick et al. 2019). The use of engineering design equations, such as the GSI-system to 

determine rockmass strength parameters, were developed and calibrated for use in moderately blocky rock 

masses (30 < GSI < 65), wherein the failure process is associated with block rotation. Cai et al. (2004) 

demonstrated that for more intact rocks (GSI > 65), the GSI-equations are not valid because blocks cannot 

form without failure through intact rock first.  

The failure modes of moderately jointed to intact rock under low confinement, such as rock at or 

near an excavation boundary, is predominately controlled by extensile processes under compression 

(Tapponnier and Brace 1976; Diederichs 2007). These extensile processes result due to the inherent 

heterogeneous nature of rocks in the form of micro-cracks and grain size. These heterogeneities act as 

stress concentrators and result in the formation of localized tensile stress within a rock that is under 

compression. Fairhurst and Cook (1966) and Diederichs (2003) demonstrated that progressive damage 

within brittle rocks is controlled by the propagation and interaction of tensile micro-cracks in the direction 

of maximum compressive load, leading to sudden rupture. At the laboratory scale, the effect of extensile 

failure is observed in uniaxial compression in the form of axial splitting parallel to the applied force, 
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whereas at the tunnel scale, the effect is observed in the form of spalling failure around the tunnel 

periphery (Martin 1997; Diederichs 2007). Away from the tunnel periphery, where rock becomes more 

confined, the propagation of tensile cracks is inhibited resulting in shear ruptures instead of tensile 

ruptures (Hoek 1968; Gay and Ortlepp 1979). 

Under uniaxial compression, four distinct stages of crack behaviour can be observed, namely (1) 

crack-closure, (2) linear elastic behaviour, (3) stable crack growth, and (4) unstable crack growth, as 

shown in Figure 3-4. The stages of crack development and behaviour have been rigorously defined as CI 

for crack initiation and CD for crack damage (Diederichs and Martin 2010). The CI threshold is the lower 

bound of damage for intact rock, below which all strain is fully elastic and recoverable (Diederichs 2007).  

 

Figure 3-4. Stages in the progressive failure of intact rock under unconfined uniaxial compressive 

loading as well as time-dependent effects. Note that average values for CI and CD are assumed but 

are subject to change for various materials. Modified from Paraskevopoulou et. al. 2018 and 

Damjanac and Fairhurst 2010. 
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Above the CI threshold, systematic crack growth begins up to the CD threshold, which is the 

bound where cracks begin to interact and coalesce. The CD threshold also is the upper bound of strength 

for in situ rock, where any additional stress applied to the system will result in rapid failure of the 

material. Rocks loaded between the CI and CD thresholds result in degradation of material strength, the 

lower-bound of which is referred to as the static fatigue limit, or long-term strength (LTS) (Lajtai and 

Schmidtke 1986). Identification of CI, CD, and LTS thresholds are discussed in Sections 3.2.4.1 and 

3.3.2.5.  

3.2.4.1 Identification of Crack Initiation and Crack Damage Thresholds 

Long-term strength behaviour in brittle rocks is the result of time-dependent crack growth under an 

applied constant load (Lajtai and Bielus 1986). As described in Section 3.2.4, many researchers in the past 

couple of decades have demonstrated that the long-term strength of brittle rocks at the tunnel scale in 

relatively unconfined conditions is dominated by the crack-initiation (CI) threshold and at higher 

confinements by the crack-damage (CD) threshold (Martin 1997; Diederichs 2003, 2007; Cai et al. 2004). 

This behaviour is referred to as an “S-shaped” failure envelope by Kaiser and Kim (2008). Therefore, it is 

important in the context of long-term stability to understand how these values are obtained at the lab 

scale. This section will provide an overview of the commonly accepted methods for determining the CI 

and CD thresholds. It should be noted that the terms CI and CD will be used as standardized by 

Diederichs and Martin (2010). Perras and Diederichs (2014) provide a list of common rock types with 

their associated tensile strengths, UCS, CI, and CD values. 

The first attempts at trying to classify what is now referred to as the CI and CD thresholds in 

brittle rocks was done via rigorous UCS testing regimes with strain gauges (Brace et al. 1966; Bieniawski 

1967b; Wawersik and Fairhurst 1970; Lockner 1993b) or by monitoring the acoustic emissions (AE) 

during testing (Scholz 1968; Martin 1993; Eberhardt 1998; Diederichs et al. 2004). The CI threshold in 

brittle rocks is particularly important for understanding the long-term stability of rock structures because 

at stresses below CI, no cracks, and therefore no damage, can nucleate within the rock. During lab testing, 
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the CI threshold manifests in AE measurements as a marked point in which a systematic increase in crack 

emissions follows with an increase in applied stress. Prior to this point, random cracking may occur and 

can be ignored. In strain-based monitoring, the CI threshold is measured as the first point of radial strain 

non-linearity (Ghazvinian et al. 2011), as shown in Figure 3-4. 

The crack-damage threshold marks true material yield at the excavation scale. At the lab scale, 

any loading beyond CD is controlled by sample scale, loading rate, and platen effects (Hudson et al. 1972; 

Peng and Johnson 1972). Martin (1997) first suggested that CD be measured as the point of volumetric 

strain reversal, as shown in Figure 4 on the volumetric strain axes, however, this method has been shown 

to overpredict CD in confined conditions (Diederichs et al. 2004). In strain-based monitoring, it is more 

dependable to measure CD as the point of non-linearity on the axial-strain axes. Note that this should not 

be confused with the crack-closure (CC) point, prior to which the sample response is non-linear as well. In 

AE measurements, there is a marked increase in crack formation at the CD threshold followed by a 

constant rate of formation up to UCS (Diederichs and Martin 2010).  

3.2.5 Testing of Long-Term Strength in Rocks 

Long-term strength tests are commonly conducted to assess the stability of engineering projects with 

lifespans on the order of hundreds of years. Such projects include commercial tunnels for travel and slope 

stability analyses. With increasing interest in the ultra-long lifespan of underground nuclear waste 

repositories, understanding the long-term stability of brittle rocks is of increasing importance. 

Schmidtke (1986) showed that samples of Lac du Bonnet granite, tyndallstone (dolomitic 

limestone) and anorthosite subject to constant stress less than the short-term strength of the rocks 

experienced continued crack growth and propagation with time until the rocks eventually failed. 

Subsequently, Lajtai and Schmidtke (1986) proposed the existence of a ‘static-fatigue limit’ in these 

rocks, which is defined as the lower-bound of stress below which no cracks can form and subsequent 

failure with time is impossible. The static-fatigue limit is also referred to as the long-term strength (LTS) 

and can be seen in Figure 3-4. Many later researchers (Lajtai et al. 1991; Martin 1993; Lau et al. 2000; 
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Potyondy (2007); Damjanac and Fairhurst 2010; Paraskevopoulou et al. 2015a, 2018) have adopted the 

time-to-failure approach suggested by Schmidtke and Lajtai (1985) to estimate the long-term strength of 

various crystalline rocks which is found to be within the range of 40 to 60% of the UCS.  

The static-fatigue limit as described by Schmidtke and Lajtai (1985) shows similar values as what 

is now referred to as CI for intact brittle rock (Perras and Diederichs, 2014). In Schmidtke (1986), the 

static-fatigue limit is determined using the Weibull distribution (Weibull 1951) on rocks tested to a 

maximum of one month, which is relatively short term. Specifics on the applicability of the Weibull 

distribution can be found in Snowden (1977). In general, the Weibull distribution can be used as a 

statistical method for predicting time-to-failure of a material, given the distribution of material strength, 

time-to-failure data, the number of tests conducted, and an aging parameter. Al et al. (2011) analyzed 

long-term strength data from Schmidtke and Lajtai (1985),  Martin et al. (1997b), and Lau et. al. (2000), 

showing that a DSR of 0.65 is the limit of lab testing for static fatigue and non-linear extrapolation of the 

datasets predicts an asymptote at a DSR of 0.45, which is shown to be the average CI value for brittle 

rocks (Perras and Diederichs 2014). 

The procedure to estimate the long-term strength includes conducting a series of uniaxial 

compressive strength tests to estimate the ultimate strength of an undisturbed sample of rock. From there, 

a series of static-load creep tests in which a sample is loaded axially (either via a constant strain rate or 

constant stress rate) until the desired stress level is achieved and the time-to-failure is recorded, as shown 

in Figure 3-5. Most researchers have adopted plotting the DSR as a function of the time-to-failure, as 

shown in Figure 3-4. This approach is counter-intuitive to the approach of plotting the dependent variable, 

the time-to-failure in this case, on the y-axis, versus the independent variable, the DSR in this case, on the 

x-axis. The consequences of calculating error based on the dependent versus the independent variable is 

discussed in Section 3.3.3. The stress level for each sample is normalized by the ultimate strength of the 

respective rock. It is important to note that these tests are strain-path independent and neglect damage 

done to the sample during the loading stages. 
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Figure 3-5. Schematic representation of a long-term strength test showing the typical stress path 

during test with loading taking place from 0 to the absolute time to reach failure, tf, and the 

recorded time to failure, Δt. 

The point at which failure occurs in brittle rocks can be found by measuring the axial, lateral, and 

volumetric strains occurring within the sample with time. In brittle rocks, the secondary stage of creep is 

associated to an increase in volumetric strain (crack dilatancy), which eventually reaches a critical value 

that leads to tertiary creep (Lajtai and Bielus 1985). Diederichs (2003) demonstrated, using statistical 

particle flow code (PFC) modelling, that under unconfined conditions there exists a critical crack density 

at which cracks begin to intersect. At this critical point, crack interaction accelerates and eventually leads 

to rupture. This phenomenon is shown as the area between CD and UCS in Figure 3-4. A database of 

time-to-failure data has been collected from various sources and is presented in Figure 3-6 in their 

respective published form. Figure 3-6 also shows the data separated into their major rock types and shows 

the log-linear trend in strength decay with time.  
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Figure 3-6. Time-to-failure tests for (a) all rocks studied from literature and (b) the same rocks 

separated into major rock type with their respective log-linear relationship shown, performed at 

relative room temperature and humidity, as well as at varying levels of saturation as noted. The CI 

and CD thresholds as defined in Perras and Diederichs (2014) have been overlain to highlight the 

range of stresses at which tests are conducted. 
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3.3 Modified approach to driving stress ratio normalization 

As described in Section 3.3.2.5, the typical approach taken to time-to-failure and long-term strength 

testing includes conducting a series of preliminary UCS tests to determine an average strength for the rock 

being tested, followed by a series of constant stress tests, which are held until the rock yields. These tests 

are then normalized by the average strength from the UCS testing regime. This ratio is known as the 

driving stress ratio (DSR). From Table 3-1, it is shown that within specific samples, the respective UCS 

can vary significantly. This variation in UCS decreases the confidence in the average UCS used to 

calculate the DSR used in subsequent regression analyses.  

Martin et al. (1997a) suggested that there is a constant relationship between CI and UCS. Perras 

and Diederichs (2014) confirmed that for samples of similar lithologies the ratio of CI to UCS is between 

0.35 and 0.55 with an average of 0.45 and the ratio of CD to UCS is between 0.7 and 0.9 with an average 

of 0.80. This relationship is consistent with data shown in Table 3-1 with a range CI to UCS of 0.31 to 

0.52 with an average of 0.42 and a range of CD to UCS of 0.66 to 0.89 with an average of 0.79.  

Paraskevopoulou et. al. (2018) suggested an alternate method for determining the DSR during a long-term 

test in which a similar regime of UCS tests are conducted prior to long-term strength testing, but the CI 

and UCS thresholds are determined for each test. From these tests, an average CI/UCS ratio can be found. 

Since all long-term strength tests must be loaded above the CI threshold of the rock for failure to occur, as 

previously discussed, this ratio can be used to determine sample specific UCS values if the sample is 

loaded according to the ISRM suggested methods and ASTM standards (ISRM 1983; ASTM 2014). To 

highlight this effect, data for Cobourg limestone and Jurassic limestone from Paraskevopoulou et. al. 

(2018) and LdB granite from Lau et. al (2000) was used and is shown in Figure 3-7. Note that for LdB 

granite and granodiorite, the Author manually picked values for CI and CD from the available plots in 

Lau et. al. (2000) as shown in Appendix C. 
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Table 3-1. List of various rock types and their respective crack initiation (CI), crack damage (CD), 

and unconfined compressive strengths (UCS).  

Rock Type CI (MPa) CD (MPa) UCS (MPa) Reference 
LdB Pink Granite   226.0 ± 3.3 Schmidtke and Lajtai (1985) 
LdB Pink Granite 70.5*   Lajtai et al. (1987) 

LdB Pink Granite 104.8 ± 8.1  230.4 ± 2.7 Lau et. al. (2000) 

LdB Pink Granite  189.2 ± 2.6  Ahmed Labeid (2019) 

AECL Granodiorite – 420m   209.0 ± 2.4 Eberhardt (1998) 

AECL Granodiorite - 420m 105.0 ± 9.9 152.4 ± 6.9  Lau et. al. (2000) 

Barre Granite   220.0 ± 10.0 Kranz and Scholz (1977) 

Norite 108.5* 226.3* 310.0* Bieniawski (1967b) 

Butte Tuff   < 145.0* Martin et. al. (1997) 

Tyndallstone   75.9 ± 2.0 Schmidtke (1986) 

Beebe Anorthosite   143.2 ± 3.5 Schmidtke (1986) 

Cheshire Quartzite   440.0 ± 10.01 Kranz and Scholz (1977) 

Etna Basalt   203.9* Heap et al. (2011) 

Darley Dale Sandstone   156.3* Brantut et al. (2013) 

Cobourg Limestone 49.7 ± 4.5 99.9 ± 24.7 125.1 ± 13.0 Paraskevopoulou et. al. (2018) 

Jurassic Limestone 38.7 ± 5.5 90.8 ± 13.3 103.3 ± 14.0 Paraskevopoulou et. al. (2018) 

Dry Tuff 92.7 ± 45.5 232.8 ± 39.3 269.1 ± 40.2 Daemen et al. (2006) 

Westerly Granite 112.0 ± 17.0   Brace et. al. (1966) 

Westerly Granite  186.2* 225.3 ± 4.8 Wawersik (1972) 

Beishan Granite   136.4* Qiaoxing (2006) 

Beishan Granite 62.1 ± 3.1 105.5 ± 3.4  Qiaoxing (2006) 

Hong-Kong Granite 97.9 ± 3.5 122.8 ± 5.0 186.9 ± 5.7 Qiaoxing (2006) 

Tennessee Marble  96.5* 129.9* Peng (1973) 

Darley Dale Sandstone   156.7* Heap et al. (2009) 

Darley Dale Sandstone  140.0* 160.5 ± 4.1 Baud and Meredith (1997) 

Schist   55.0* Cristescu (2009) 

Nugget Sandstone  162.0* 230.3* Wawersik (1972) 
*Data based on a single observation or datasets not provided for statistical analysis 
1Non-standard loading rate used 
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Figure 3-7. Plot of driving stress ratio vs. Time-to-failure for (a) Jurassic and Cobourg limestone 

and (b) saturated LdB granite highlighting the effect of normalizing applied stress in a long-term 

strength by the average UCS. The same data is shown in (c) and (d) using the CI to calculate the 

UCS 

From Figure 3-7, there is a clear consequence in what one chooses to normalize the applied stress by. In 

the case of limestone, if the average strength is used, the long-term strength shows an upwards trend in 

strength with higher applied stress, which is a result of the high variation in sample to sample strength, 
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and the fit of a log-linear line is inadequate. In the case of normalizing by sample specific UCS values, the 

trend shows a decrease in strength with applied stress and the fit of a log-linear line is more satisfactory. 

This pattern shows the importance of determining sample strength as accurately as possible as the trend in 

the data is extremely sensitive to the DSR. Unfortunately, much of the historical data for long-term 

strength does not include sample specific CI thresholds or UCS values for each test. 

3.3.1.1 Formulas Relating Driving Stress Ratio to Time-to-Failure 

Two general formulas have been proposed to predict the time-to-failure in brittle rocks under an applied 

differential stress. Schmidtke and Lajtai (1986) demonstrated that when long-term strength data is plotted 

as a function of the driving stress ratio and the natural logarithm of time to failure, both a log-linear fit and 

an exponential fit with a horizontal asymptote (referred to as a modified exponential fit, or exponential fit) 

at the static-fatigue limit, or CI threshold, for the respective rock fit the lab data very well.  

The general form of the equations for the modified exponential fit and log linear as presented by 

Schmidtke and Lajtai (1986) are shown in Equations 3-4 and 3-5, respectively. 

𝜎𝜎1
UCS

= 0.01exp � A
𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓
𝐵𝐵 + 𝐶𝐶�                      Eq. 3-4a 

𝐶𝐶 = ln � CI
UCS

∗ 100%�                      Eq. 3-4b 

𝜎𝜎1
UCS

= 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠�𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟� + 𝑁𝑁                      Eq. 3-5 

Where: 

- 𝜎𝜎1 is the applied stress 

- UCS is the ultimate compressive strength 

- CI is the crack-initiation stress threshold 

- tf is the time to failure 

- M is the slope of the log-linear plot 

- N is the intercept of the log-linear plot at 1 second and is ≅ 1.0 

- A and B are curve fitting parameters 

- C is an asymptote control parameter  
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At the lab and excavation scale, the variable of interest from Equations 3-4 and 3-5 is the time-to-failure 

given that the strength of the rock and stress applied can be considered independent variables. Given this, 

the time-to-failure can be solved by rearranging Equations 4 and 5 as shown in Equations 3-6 and 3-7, 

respectively. 

𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟 = �−
𝐶𝐶−ln�100� 𝜎𝜎1

𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈��

𝐴𝐴
�
− 1𝐵𝐵

         Eq. 3-6 

𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟 = 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 �
𝜎𝜎1
UCS − N

𝑀𝑀
�           Eq. 3-7 

The most widely used fit to time-to-failure data in literature is the log-linear approach as seen in Lajtai et. 

al. (1991), Damjanac and Fairhurst (2010), and Paraskevopoulou et. al., (2018). The log-linear approach 

to curve fitting is adequate when compared to the relatively short-term responses between the two models 

(time < 1 month), however, the log-linear model does not approach an asymptote below which no failure 

can occur, but rather, tends towards zero. This implies that a rock would eventually fail under its own 

gravitational force, which is incorrect. This is the advantage of the exponential fit. The drawback for the 

exponential fit is the lack of physical evidence towards the curvature in the graph past the limit of test data 

and it becomes an arbitrary best fit for the asymptote. The other advantage of the exponential fit is that it 

captures the initial rapid decay in the data (between 1 and 100 seconds), providing better estimates of 

short-term strength under high stresses than the log-linear fit, although this phenomenon of rapid initial 

decay is not present in every test for time-to-failure. 

3.3.2 Long-Term Strength and Instantaneous Strength Normalization 

If one is interested in the long-term strength of rock or the long-term stand-up time of an excavation, they 

are likely not interested in the strength within the first 1 to 10 seconds of load application. In practice, one 

would say a rock that fails after 1 to 10 seconds failed ‘instantaneously’ after load application. From 

Figure 3-6, many of the data points within the range of 1 to 10 seconds of TTF show a more rapid 

decrease in strength than the points that fail above the 10 second range. Additionally, there is generally 

more spread in the data points in the 1 to 10 second range. It is proposed that, given proper loading 
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conditions if a rock fails within the 1 to 10 second range after load application, it is essentially equivalent 

to the UCS of the sample and can be used in the DSR calculation. This is done by taking all data points in 

the 10 second range and adding the stress values to the UCS database for the specific sample, thereby 

removing all data points in the 10 second range and having more UCS values to normalize by. 10 seconds 

was chosen as the cut-off for equivalent UCS values as it captures the initial curvature in the data, as 

shown in Figure 3-6. Additionally, the variation in the first 10 seconds of time-to-failure is significantly 

higher than at longer time-spans due to the loading rate effects shown in Figure 3-3. 

Figure 3-8 shows the same data for all rocks plotted on the DSR vs. TTF plot after using the first 

10 seconds of data as the UCS. It is clear from Figure 3-8 that there is much less spread in the data and a 

clearer downwards trend can be observed.  

Figure 3-9 shows the normalized data separated by rock type with both a log-linear and 

exponential best fit applied to each. In comparing to the data in Figure 3-6b, the models fit the data much 

better and are grouped much closer together. Additionally, an exponential function fits the data more 

closely, highlighting that there is indeed a curve in the data in semi-log space. Figure 3-10 shows the data 

from Figure 3-9 extrapolated to one million years (~3E+13s), highlighting the long-term behaviour of 

each function. 
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Figure 3-8. Long-term strength data for all rocks studied after taking the first 10 seconds as the 

UCS for rocks that failed within it. CI and CD thresholds have been overlain to better highlight the 

change in stress regimes 
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Figure 3-9. Time-to-failure data for all rocks separated into rock type after normalization of data 

using the first 10 seconds as UCS showing (a) a log-linear fit and (b) an exponential fit with a 

horizontal asymptote at the CI threshold. 

From Figure 3-9, there is not enough data for metamorphic and sedimentary rocks to conclude that there 

is indeed a difference in the rate of strength degradation between different rock types. Notably, the 

tyndallstone data follows very closely along the igneous rock data, while the Darley Dale sandstone, 

Jurassic limestone, and Cobourg limestone show a significantly slower rate of degradation. Additionally, 

the spread of metamorphic data is well within the spread of igneous.  
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 Figure 3-10 shows that when an exponential fit is used for any rock type, the change in maximum 

driving stress ratio at one million years is approximately 6%.  

 

Figure 3-10. Time-to-failure data for all rocks studied separated into major rock types, extrapolated 

to 1million years (3E+13s) using (a) a log-linear fit and (b) exponential fit 

 

Additionally, when the exponential fit is used, the maximum DSR at one million years is greater than that 

of the log-linear fit. It should also be noted that a horizontal cut-off is added in the log-linear plot at the CI 

threshold since no damage can accumulate below this. This threshold for the log-linear plot is sometimes 
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also referred to as the static-fatigue limit or long-term strength. Since the spread in data when extrapolated 

to long timespans is unknown and due to the lack of available data for sedimentary and metamorphic 

rocks, it is logical to group the rocks together moving forward. 

3.4 Consequence of Calculating Error in Time-to-Failure Versus Driving Stress Ratio 

Most researchers discussed thus far have adopted calculation of the driving stress ratio (DSR) as a 

function of time-to-failure (TTF). Damjanac and Fairhurst (2010) plotted the TTF as a function of DSR 

when showcasing data from Potyondy (2007), Schmidtke and Lajtai (1986), and Lau et. al. (2000), but the 

effectiveness of either approach has not been discussed in literature. Theoretically, the approach of 

analyzing TTF as a function of the applied stresses is more correct than the approach typically taken. 

Specifically of interest is the long-term stability of underground structures such as tunnels and deep 

geological repositories (DGRs). In these scenarios, the stresses around the tunnel are independent of the 

rocks time-to-failure, but the time-to-failure is dependent on the stresses. Therefore, the data should be 

presented such that the TTF is dependent on the DSR.  

Figure 3-11a shows the data for all igneous rocks used in this study plotted on the typical axes 

used in literature with four curve fits overlain. Two log-linear curve fits and two modified exponential 

fits, where one of each type of fit is fitted based on error in DSR (sum of residuals squared denoted as R2
y) 

and the other TTF (sum of residuals squared denoted as R2
x). The exponential curve fits are fixed to a 

constant value for CI since this is theoretically determined outside of this analysis. Also shown in Figure 

3-11b is all rocks in this study separated by rock type presented with the modified exponential function 

obtained by regression on the log of TTF. 

From Figure 3-11a, the choice of regression on the dependent variable (TTF) and independent 

variable (DSR) is important for both interpolation and extrapolation when calculating TTF. Note that in 

Figure 3-11a, the log-linear line fit with respect to error in TTF is cut-off at the CI threshold because no 

damage can occur below this threshold as previously discussed. If the CI threshold is ignored, the same 

log-linear fit would go to a DSR of -0.13 at one million years. At one million years, the maximum 
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difference between models is a DSR of 0.72, or a percent difference of 313%. Several observations can be 

made from the fits shown in Figure 3-11a. Firstly, when model fits are added such that regression is done 

on TTF, the intercept along the DSR axis far exceeds 1.0 at a time of one second, indicating that 

according to the models, the instantaneous strength is greater than that as determined by UCS testing, 

whereas with the classic fits, the DSR intercept is close to 1.0. An intercept at any point other than 1.0 is 

not mechanistically sound, however, this can effectively be negated since this analysis is mainly 

concerned with long-term strength. Additionally, the fits from regression done on TTF result in shorter 

failure times at the same DSR than their respective counterparts. Finally, the fits for the regression done 

on TTF result in higher R2 values than their respective counterparts, although it is marginal.  

Figure 3-11b is plotted on the inverse axes of Figure 3-11a for all rock types with their respective 

exponential fit with error in TTF considered. From this, both the igneous and sedimentary data have 

considerable overlap whereas the metamorphic data has an x-intercept that is much greater than 1.0. When 

data is plotted as shown in Figure 3-11b, the spread in data points for any DSR becomes clearer, however, 

when regression is done such that TTF is considered, the models better capture the extreme end points of 

each data set. That is, the models better capture the data at higher times to failure where the effect of the 

outliers is more subdued.  

From this analysis, it is argued that analyzing error in TTF is more logical and more accurate than 

analyzing error in DSR at relatively longer TTFs when using an exponential approach. At smaller TTFs, 

this approach may be less desirable, however, using a TTF approach at short time spans (<1 day) is a 

niche scenario and can be disregarded.  
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Figure 3-11. (a) Driving stress ratio vs. the natural logarithm of time-to-failure for the igneous 

group of rocks, as shown in Figure 10, with log-linear and modified exponential curve fits for 

regression done on driving stress ratio (denoted as R2y) and the log of time-to-failure (denoted as 

R2x) and (b) driving stress ratio vs. time to failure for all rocks with regression done on the log of 

time to failure. 
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3.4.1 Effect of Fixing Variables with Physical Meaning 

Throughout this study, the asymptote for the modified exponential best fit has been assumed to be fixed to 

the value as described in Equation 3-4b because the variable, C, is a direct function of CI and UCS. 

Additionally, the intercept of the log-linear best fit, N, has been left as a floating variable even though it is 

directly related to the intact strength of the rock and therefore, should be equal to 1.00. The other function 

variables, M, A, and B are all curve fitting parameters. This section supplies an overview of the effect of 

letting the variables, N and C, be floating, or fixed to a calculated value. The purpose of this analysis is to 

examine the effect on the overall quality of the curve fits when these values are left floating versus fixed. 

In this section, the equation for a log-linear plot with time being along the y-axis is expressed as: 

𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟 = 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝(𝐵𝐵 ∗ 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑅)          Eq. 3-7 

To fix the intercept along the DSR axis to 10 seconds, the following equation is used: 

𝐵𝐵 = ln �10
𝐴𝐴
�           Eq. 3-8 

Figure 3-12 shows the data for all igneous rocks used in this study with eight curve fits added, two each of 

the log-linear fits for error in TTF and DSR allowing for a floating intercept and fixed intercept, as well as 

two each of the modified exponential fit for error in TTF and DSR allowing for a floating C and fixed C 

value. From Figure 3-12, it is clear that between the eight curve fits, there is nearly no significant 

difference between them with the exception of the fixed log-linear fit when regression is done on TTF, 

where the curve fit is significantly worse. 

The modified exponential fit generally shows a marginal improvement in fit quality than the log-

linear, however, it is not significant. From the exponential fits, when the C value is allowed to float in the 

case of error in DSR, the predicted CI to UCS ratio is 0.71, which is far in excess of a reasonable estimate 

for any rock (Perras and Diederichs 2014). Figure 3-12 also shows the percent difference in predicted 

stable DSRs at one million years for each respective analysis. Assuming a UCS of 210MPa for all igneous 

rocks in this study, the range in stable in situ stresses is from the CI threshold, 94.5MPa, up to 151MPa.  
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*Both models intercept CI threshold before one million years 

Figure 3-12. Time-to-failure versus driving stress ratio for all igneous rock data in this study with (a 

and b) error in DSR with a log-linear and exponential fit respectively and (c and d) error in TTF 

with a log-linear and exponential fit. Each figure has two curves. In the case of the log-linear fits, 

the intercept along the DSR axis is fixed or left floating, and in the case of the exponential fit, the 

variable ‘C’ is left fixed or floating. All curves have their respective values shown. Note 1Ma 

denotes 1 million years’ time passed 
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All of the log-linear fits show respective similar trends up to the one million years threshold, with 

all intercepting the CI threshold at some time before. In a design scenario in which the lifespan of the 

project is one million years, such as DGRs, the time at which the CI threshold is met is not important, but 

rather the fact that it does prior to the end of the project life. This leads to the conclusion that the log-

linear fit, regardless of which variable is analyzed for error, will lead to a design that must be developed 

such that the in situ deviator stresses around the excavation periphery must be less than CI. 

From this analysis, it is shown that the effect of letting the CI threshold float in the case of the 

exponential curve fit is much greater than the effect of fixing the intercept of the log-linear fit. It is 

therefore recommended that in the case of the modified exponential fit, it is more mechanistically and 

logically correct to fix the ‘C’ parameter as described in Equation 4b. Additionally, it is also 

recommended that the intercept of the log-linear fit can either be left floating or fixed with relatively 

marginal effect. While it is more mechanically sound to fix the intercept to 1.00, the percent difference in 

DSR at ultra-long-time spans is relatively small, and insignificant, and it is assumed that differences at the 

shorter time-scales are irrelevant to users interested in long-term stability.  

3.5 Discussion 

The main purpose of this study was to supply more insight into how time-to-failure should be interpreted 

from lab studies. Historically, TTF data is interpreted using an average UCS value from earlier lab testing 

and regression analysis performed on the driving stress ratio rather than TTF using a log-linear approach 

as shown in Figure 3-6. It is shown that this approach results in a large spread in data both within the 

same data set and between data sets. 

In cases where crack-initiation data for specific rock types are available, the approach as 

described by Paraskevopoulou et al. (2018) is proposed to be used. This approach describes using the 

average ratio of CI to UCS to determine sample specific UCS values during a TTF test if standard loading 

rates as described by ASTM (2014) are applied. As shown in Figure 3-7, when this approach is used, the 

grouping of data becomes tighter and in the scenario of the Cobourg and Jurassic limestone, reverses the 
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slope (M parameter), which conforms to the mechanics of strength degradation. This approach reduces the 

error introduced in DSR introduced by the variance in UCS values for rock, which in this study ranges 

from 1% to 15% of the UCS as shown in Table 3-1. 

When observing the data shown in Figure 3-6, the data within the first 1 to 10 seconds of TTF, the 

data shows a more rapidly decreasing rate of strength. It is proposed that when a sample of rock under 

standard conditions fails within the first 10 seconds of final load application, that load is equivalent to the 

UCS of the sample. If a researcher or user is interested in the long-term behaviour of rock structures, the 

behaviour within the first 10 seconds is not applicable. Figure 3-8 shows the behaviour of all rocks when 

the data in the first 10 seconds is taken as UCS and added to the UCS database to further normalize DSR. 

Additionally, an alternative approach to analyzing TTF data is examined using the modified normalization 

approach. A modified exponential model with a horizontal asymptote at the static fatigue limit, or CI 

threshold as has been shown, is compared to the classical log-linear approach as shown in Figures 3-9 and 

3-10. From this, it is observed that using the exponential approach results in a better fit to the data and 

asymptotes towards the CI threshold whereas the log-linear approach while having a better fit than the 

classical approach, continues towards a DSR of 0, indicating that a rock would fail under its own weight, 

which is not valid, therefore, a cut-off at the CI threshold is required for a log-linear fit. The behaviour of 

the modified exponential approach at long time periods (greater than one month) however is ill-defined 

due to lack of available testing data. 

The approach of processing TTF data using regression analysis on TTF versus DSR is also 

examined. As discussed, the classical approach is to perform a regression analysis on the DSR when 

theoretically, the DSR is the independent variable and the TTF to dependent on the applied stress and 

therefore, a regression analysis should be performed on TTF instead. Figure 3-11 shows the results of 

performing both types of regression analyses for both types of proposed curve fits for all igneous rocks 

used in this study as an example. All fits have similar sum of residual squared values for their respective 

regression type; however, each model varies significantly when predicting acceptable DSRs at any point 

in time. It is proposed that performing a regression on TTF is more mechanistically correct and better 

captures the data at both the short and long-term. The fit for metamorphic rocks may be unacceptable at 
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the short term (<1 day) due to lack of available data, but this is insignificant as it is assumed the end-user 

is interested in very long-time analysis (100 to 1,000,000 years). 

Finally, the effect of fixing variables with physical significance is explored with both types of 

proposed curve fits for TTF. The function constants derived are summarized in Table 3-2.  

Table 3-2. List of formula constants for calculating time-to-failure for general rock types for both 

the log-linear and modified exponential when data is processed such that a regression analysis is 

performed on a. driving stress ratio, and b. time-to-failure 

a. Time to Failure with Respect to Error in DSR 

Rock Type Log-Linear2 Exponential2 

Igneous M = -0.018                      
N = 0.99 

A = 0.825 
B = 0.036 
C = 3.81 

Metamorphic1 M = -0.025                     
N = 1.06 

A = 1.018 
B = 0.038 
C = 3.69 

Sedimentary1 M = -0.017                      
N = 1.02 

A = 0.992 
B = 0.026 
C = 3.67 

b. Time to Failure with Respect to Error in Time 
Rock Type Log-Linear2 Exponential2 

Igneous M = -0.042                     
 N = 1.17 

A = 1.18 
B = 0.084 
C = 3.81 

Metamorphic1 
M = -0.042                        
N = 1.23 

A = 1.76 
B = 0.096 
C = 3.69 

Sedimentary1 
M = -0.045                     
N = 1.23 

A = 1.31 
B = 0.063 
C = 3.67 

1Based on limited data 
2For tf > 10 seconds and DSR > [exp(C)]/100 
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 The variables in question are the intercept of the log-linear equation (N) as shown in Equation 3-

5, which is equivalent to the instantaneous strength of the rock, and the asymptote control parameter (C), 

which is equivalent to the natural logarithm of the CI to UCS ratio, as shown in Equation 3-4b. Both 

variables were examined in addition to both types of regression analyses discussed in Section 3.3.4. 

Figure 3-12 shows the results of letting each respective variable be fixed to a known value versus floating, 

so as to have a better curve fit for the igneous rock database. For the log-linear fits, it can be seen that all 

fits intersect the CI floor prior to reaching the desired one-million-year threshold. Additionally, when the 

variable C is allowed to be floating, it predicts a CI floor of 71% of the UCS, which is an invalid 

prediction for CI (Perras and Diederichs 2014) and results in a percent difference at one million years of 

19.4% when regression is performed on DSR and 0.25% when regression is performed on TTF. 

3.6 Conclusions 

Time-to-failure or long-term strength is an important aspect in the design consideration for projects with 

an ultra-long-term lifespan, such as nuclear waste repositories. The long-term strength behaviour for rocks 

is obtained via constant stress lab tests wherein a cylinder of rock is loaded to a constant stress that is less 

than its instantaneous strength and held there until yield of the sample. The classic approach to analyzing 

datasets from lab testing is to perform a log-linear regression on the driving stress ratio.  

In this chapter, it is proposed that if during a lab test a sample fails during the first 10 seconds of 

final load application, that load be taken as equivalent to the UCS of the sample and be used to further 

normalize the DSR for subsequent long-term strength tests. This has the consequence that the first 10 

seconds of any model fit thereafter cannot be reliably used to calculate TTF within 1 to 10 seconds, 

however, this is negligible for long-term analyses. In addition, it is shown that using an average UCS 

value for DSR calculations is inadequate due to variation in UCS between samples and therefore, sample 

specific CI values should be used to calculate sample strength using average CI to UCS values.  

An additional model is explored, referred to as a modified exponential fit, in addition to the 

traditional log-linear model for calculating TTF. It is shown that the modified exponential fit tends to 

capture the trend in datasets better than the log-linear fit and is proposed that this approach should be 
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considered when long-term strength behaviour is of concern for engineering design. However, the log-

linear fit is a simpler and more approachable model that can be used for a first-pass design. As well, 

regression analysis should be performed on the dependent variable, or time-to-failure, rather than the 

DSR. In the analysis, when data is shown as a function of TTF, the spread in data becomes more apparent 

than when plotted as a function of DSR. Both regression styles will lead to large TTF differences at longer 

timespans and it is important that regression is done on the correct variable.  

The effect of fixing the DSR intercept using the log-linear approach has been shown to have a 

relatively insignificant effect on long-term behaviour, however, the effect of letting the CI threshold float 

in the modified exponential approach has been shown to give invalid values for CI, therefore, the CI value 

should remain fixed from previous lab testing. 

From the conclusions made within this chapter, Table 3-3 supplies the recommended parameters 

for the purposes of determining TTF based on rock type. It should be noted that the datasets available for 

metamorphic and sedimentary rocks is limited, which should be considered when moving forward with 

any engineering design. 

Table 3-3. Recommended parameters to be used when calculating time-to-failure using the modified 

exponential approach when regression is performed with respect to error in time 

Rock Type Parameters2 

Igneous 

A = 1.18 

B = 0.084 

C = 3.81 

Metamorphic1 

A = 1.76 

B = 0.096 

C = 3.69 

Sedimentary1 

A = 1.31 

B = 0.063 

C = 3.67 
1Based on limited data 
2For tf > 10 seconds and DSR > [exp(C)]/100 
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Time-Dependent Model for Brittle Rocks Considering the Long-Term 

Strength (LTS) Determined from Lab Data3 

4.1 Introduction 

The ongoing development and calibration of models for rock strength and deformation around tunnel 

peripheries is important in rock mechanics. The need for constitutive models in the field of rock 

mechanics allows engineers and scientists to obtain estimates of yield zones, displacements, and ground 

settlements such that support requirements and excavation methodologies can be optimized (Kaiser et al. 

1996, 2010). Classical rock strength models, such as the Mohr-Coulomb criterion (Coulomb 1776) and 

the Hoek-Brown criterion (Hoek and Brown 1980, 2019; Hoek et al. 2002) have been developed for use in 

moderately jointed rock masses where failure is the result of block rotation, or where 30 < GSI < 65 (Cai 

et al. 2004). In more massive rockmasses under low to moderate confinement, failure becomes the result 

of extensile processes rather than shear based (Diederichs 2003, 2007) which the classical failure criteria 

do not consider. 

Early attempts to capture brittle behaviour in rockmasses were completed using an iterative elastic 

approach by Hoek and Brown (1997) and Martin (1997). It has been shown that when intact strength of 

rockmasses initially has a near zero frictional strength, the failure behaviour at the tunnel periphery 

matches those observed in the AECL URL by Martin et al. (1997a). The mechanics of near zero frictional 

strength shows that when intact, strength is controlled by cohesion and friction is only mobilized when 

rupture occurs. Following this work, the CWFS approach was introduced by Hajiabdolmajid et al. (2002) 

and the DISL approach by Diederichs (2003).  

     
3This Chapter appears as prepared for an international journal with the following citation:  
Innocente JC, Paraskevopoulou C, Diederichs MS. Time-Dependent Model for Brittle Rocks Considering 
the Long-Term Strength (LTS) Determined from Lab Data. Kingston; 2020. (In Prep.) 
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The strength of brittle rocks and rock masses is also considered time-dependent (Griggs 1939; 

Kaiser 1979; Hoek and Brown 1980; Lajtai et al. 1991; Pellet et al. 2005; Diederichs 2007; 

Paraskevopoulou 2016), where brittle failure at the excavation scale can manifest immediately or after 

some time due to subdued crack growth and interaction. The lower limit at which these cracks can 

develop and grow with time is the crack-initiation stress threshold (Diederichs 2007). Innocente et al. 

(2020b) compiled several long-term strength tests conducted on brittle rocks from published sources and 

showed that as the time-to-failure increases, the lower limit of stress at which the rocks fail approaches 

the crack-initiation threshold.  

The cohesion weakening / friction strengthening (CWFS) and damage initiation / spalling limit 

(DISL) methods have been shown to capture the brittle behaviour of rocks at the excavation scale but fail 

to capture the time-to-failure and time-dependent deformations in these models which can be an important 

aspect to consider in engineering designs with ultra-long-term lifespans. An alternative approach to 

modelling brittle failure with time-dependent deformations based on time-to-failure lab tests is proposed 

and explored, the final results of which are validated against an equivalent CWFS analysis. This chapter 

provides an overview of the existing CWFS model and its applicability when modelling underground 

excavations in brittle rock. The CWFS model is used a verification tool for the proposed long-term 

strength (LTS) model to show that both the magnitude and geometry of failure around a circular tunnel in 

brittle rock are equivalent. 

4.2 Background 

This section provides an overview of the different types of time-dependent behaviour observed at the lab 

or excavation scale as well as the failure modes and mechanisms of brittle rocks around and away from 

tunnel peripheries.  

4.2.1 Failure in Brittle Rocks 

The proper classification of rock masses and their associated in situ strength at the excavation scale has 

been a significant research topic for many researchers (Barton 1974; Bieniawski 1974; Hoek and Brown 
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1980, 1997, 2019; Martin 1993, 1997; Diederichs 1999, 2003, 2007; Marinos and Hoek 2000; Diederichs 

and Martin 2010; Paraskevopoulou and Perras, 2017; Diederichs et al. 2017, Bewick et al. 2019).  The use 

of engineering design equations, such as the GSI-system to determine rock strength parameters, were 

developed and calibrated for use in moderately blocky rock masses (30 < GSI < 65), wherein the failure 

process is associated with block rotation. Cai et al. (2004) demonstrated that for more intact rocks (GSI > 

65), the GSI-equations are not valid because blocks cannot form without failure through intact rock first. 

Failure in such rocks typically occurs due to the formation of axial cracks parallel to the direction of the 

maximum applied stress, which is related to the tensile strength of the rock (Tapponnier and Brace 1976; 

Diederichs 2003). 

In recognition that classical failure criteria do not consider the effect axial splitting, but rather 

shear fracturing, other approaches to modelling brittle failure, namely in continuum models, have been 

developed. Such models include the cohesion weakening, friction strengthening (CWFS) model 

(Hajiabdolmajid et al. 2002) and the damage initiation, spalling limit (DISL) model (Diederichs 2003). 

These models are based on the respective crack-initiation (CI) and crack-damage (CD) thresholds as 

defined by Diederichs and Martin (2010). When in situ stresses are above the CI threshold, new fractures 

initiate and propagate with time, ultimately controlling the long-term strength (LTS) of the rock in low to 

moderate confinement. At higher confinement levels, the initiation of fractures becomes inhibited, 

changing the failure modes from tensile to shear rupturing (Hoek 1968; Gay and Ortlepp 1979) as shown 

in Figure 4-1. 

At low to moderate confinements, the failure behaviour as governed by the DISL and CWFS 

approaches correspond well with empirical observations made in massive, brittle rock with stresses 

around the periphery of excavations at or exceeding the CI threshold  (Martin 1997; Diederichs 2003, 

2007). Perras and Diederichs (2014) performed a review of the CI and CD thresholds in various rocks and 

found that the average CI to UCS ratio is between 0.4 and 0.55 whereas the average CD to UCS ratio is 

between 0.75 and 0.9. When rocks in low confinement are loaded to the CI threshold, they will experience 
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continued fracture growth with time, leading to failure, whereas if they are loaded to the CD threshold, 

they will experience rapid crack growth and interaction, leading to sudden rupture (spalling) (Lajtai and 

Schmidtke 1986; Martin 1993; Diederichs et al. 2004; Damjanac and Fairhurst 2010). 

 Diederichs (2007) provides an outline of which conditions using the DISL and CWFS approaches 

are most appropriate, based on the ratio of UCS to tensile strength and geological strength index (GSI) 

from Marinos and Hoek (2000) as shown in Table 4-1. Walton (2019) later provides a set of guidelines for 

determining equivalent CWFS parameters based on the commonly used Mohr-Coulomb criterion. Using 

the strength data for the LdB granite at the AECL URL provided in Walton (2019), modified from 

Diederichs (2007), a typical CWFS analysis can be used as a baseline for comparison to the LTS model. 

 
Figure 4-1. Strength envelope of the LdB granite at the AECL URL (CWFS) used to describe in situ 

strength and development of brittle failure. Modified from Diederichs and Martin (2010) 

Table 4-1. Constitutive model selection based on rock strength and GSI, modified from Diederichs 

(2007). Note that UCS and T indicate intact unconfined compressive strength and tensile strength 

respectively. 

Strength Ratio GSI < 55 GSI = 55 - 65 GSI = 65 - 80 GSI >  80 

UCS/T < 9 GSI GSI GSI GSI 

UCS/T = 9 - 15 GSI GSI GSI GSI or CWFS* 

UCS/T = 15 - 20 GSI GSI or CWFS* CWFS or GSI* CWFS 

UCS/T > 20 GSI GSI or CWFS* CWFS CWFS 

*Ordering indicates most appropriate analysis first 
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4.2.2 Creep in Rock Mechanics 

Creep in rock mechanics is defined as the accumulation of shear strain under a constant stress without 

change in volume. Creep behaviour in solids has long been studied since the early 20th century by many 

researchers (Da Andeade 1910; Norton 1929; Griggs 1939, 1940; Le Comte 1965; Panet 1979; Van 

Sambeek 1986; Aubertin et al. 1991; Malan 1999; Hagros et al. 2008; Cristescu 2009; Brantut et al. 2013; 

Paraskevopoulou 2016; Paraskevopoulou et al. 2018). Early experimental studies on creep were 

performed on steel (Norton 1929; Weaver 1936). Griggs, 1939 was the first researcher to apply the study 

of creep on geo-materials, namely on talc, shale, and crystals of halite and calcite, at various levels of 

confinement. Da Andeade, 1910 introduced the idea of three distinct stages of creep while studying creep 

in metals, shown in Figure 4-2. 

 

Figure 4-2. General creep curve in axial strain-time space for a specimen of rock under an applied 

constant load showing (a) the three stages of creep (primary, secondary, and tertiary) and (b) 

associated strain-rate-time curve. The strain-rate curve is also referred to as the “bathtub” curve. 

Note that superscripts e, p, s, and tet denote elastic, primary, secondary, and tertiary, respectively. 

The three stages of creep are: 

- Primary creep observed as the decreasing strain-rate with time approaching steady-state, 

sometimes referred to as transient creep. 
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- Secondary creep observed as steady state strain-rate with time, commonly referred to as stationary 

creep. 

- Tertiary creep observed as the rapid increase in strain-rate with time eventually leading to 

material yield or rupture. 

When a load is applied to a creeping material, its instantaneous deviatoric and volumetric behaviour is 

described by Hooke’s Law (Hooke 1678). After time is considered, accumulated deviatoric strains 

increase at a decreasing rate (primary creep). If the load is held constant thereafter, the deviatoric strains 

increase but at a constant rate (secondary creep) after which the material may or may not enter the tertiary 

stage (yield). In theory, the volumetric strains do not change throughout the creep process, however, this 

assumption is only valid if the deviatoric strains develop from true creep processes such as solid diffusion, 

dislocation creep, or solution transfer (Griggs 1939; Le Comte 1965; Langer 1984). In practice, strain 

accumulation due to creep processes are only observed at the relatively short time-scale in rock salt, 

potash, steel, and other ductile materials (Norton 1929; Patchet 1970; Van Sambeek 1986) however, true 

creep processes may also be observed in strong, brittle rocks given appropriate environmental conditions 

and longer time spans. 

At the tunnel scale, creep is often observed as the decrease in tunnel radius with time 

(Paraskevopoulou and Diederichs 2018). This behaviour can be also associated with squeezing and 

swelling. which are also attributed to weak and soft rocks (Barla 1999, 2000). Squeezing is defined as the 

advance of rock into a tunnel without perceptible volume change due to the presence of micaceous 

minerals with low swelling capacity and swelling is defined as the expansion of rock limited to rocks 

which contain clay minerals such as montmorillonite or other minerals with high swelling capacity 

(Terzaghi 1946).  

4.2.2.1 Rheological Models 

The term “rheology” refers to the branch of study related to the flow of liquids and solids under an applied 

force in which they deform plastically rather than elastically (Schowalter 1978). Rheological creep 
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models are models that have been built up from simple mechanical analogues such as springs (Hookean 

elements), dashpots (Newtonian elements), and plastic sliders (St. Venant element) as described by some 

constitutive model, typically the Mohr-Coulomb criterion. These elements can then be combined in series 

or parallel in many ways to describe the strain-time behaviour of rocks at the lab scale or in situ. Cristescu 

(1989) provides various examples of ways in which these elements can be arranged to describe different 

observed behaviour. The Hookean element is described by Hooke’s Law (Hooke 1678) in which the 

displacement of a spring is linearly proportional to the stress acting on the spring and the stiffness of the 

spring. In rock mechanics, the Hookean element is represented as an instantaneous and fully recoverable 

elastic response under an applied stress in the form of either shear or volumetric strain. The Hookean 

element is also fully independent of time and is considered fully instantaneous. 

The time-dependent aspect of rock deformation in rheology is represented by the Newtonian 

element which follows Newton’s law of viscosity (Batchelor 2000). Newton’s law of viscosity states that 

a material or fluid under an applied constant stress will exhibit a constant rate of deformation with time. 

The resistance of the material to this deformation is referred to as its viscosity, which is a material 

property and does not change with stress, time, or accumulated deformation. Conversely, Non-Newtonian 

fluids are materials that do not obey Newton’s law of viscosity because their respective viscosity is not 

constant at either a given stress, strain-rate, or deformation level. One such material is a Bingham plastic 

which behaves as a solid at low stress (does not flow) but flows as a viscous fluid at high stresses 

(Bingham 1916). Other materials increase in viscosity with increasing strain-rate, known as shear-

thickening materials, whereas other viscosities may decrease with increasing strain-rates, known as shear-

thinning materials. The Newtonian element can adequately capture the time-dependent aspect of rock 

deformation; however, it cannot capture the instantaneous response like the Hookean element. In addition, 

the mechanics of the viscous element allow accumulated strains with time to be fully recovered with 

reversal in boundary conditions regardless of the magnitude of accumulated strains, meaning the element 

lacks plasticity as well. A rheological model is a model that incorporates the Hookean, Newtonian, and St. 
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Venant elements in some combination such that when a stress is applied to the combination, the 

associated strain-time relationship reflects the time-dependent phenomena desired. These models can be 

visco-elastic, visco-elastic-plastic, or elasto-visco-plastic. Table 4-2 highlights some common rheological 

models used in the study and modelling of creeping materials (Tanner 1988; Cristescu 1989; Roylance 

2001; Debernardi 2008; Paraskevopoulou and Diederichs 2018). 

The Maxwell, Kelvin-Voigt, Zener, and Burgers models are referred to as visco-elastic models, 

the CVISC model is a visco-elastic-plastic model introduced by Itasca Consulting Group (2011) and the 

Simplified Civdini and Gioda is an elastic-visco-plastic model introduced by Gioda and Civdini (1996). It 

is important to note the distinction between ‘elasto-plastic’ and ‘visco-plastic’, denoting no connection 

between creep and plasticity and a direct connection, respectively. The connection between creep and 

plasticity is complex and often difficult to determine. The Burgers and CVISC models are preferable for 

practical applications (Goodman 1989), however, there are limitations to the model as described in 

Paraskevopoulou and Diederichs (2013b) and (2013a) and Innocente et al. (2020a) and in Section 4.3.1 of 

this chapter. 

Other models to examine creep exist, such as empirical, or phenomenological models, and general 

theories (Debernardi 2008). Empirical models are models built purely from curve fitting of lab data from 

constant stress or stress-relaxation tests and are generally given as closed form or differential solutions. 

One such model is the Bailey-Norton two-component power law described in 4.3.1. General theories are 

considered to be the most advanced aspects of numerical modelling and are generally very robust in their 

use case. Perzyna’s overstress theory is one such example of a general theory (Perzyna 1966). The further 

analysis and application of empirical models and general theories is out of the scope of this chapter.  

Table 4-2 (NEXT PAGE). Visco-elastic-plastic rheological models with their associated mechanical 

analogues, analytical solutions, and stress, strain-time behaviour, modified from Paraskevopoulou 

and Diederichs (2018). Note that G, K, GK, ηK, and ηM denote the shear modulus, bulk modulus, 

Kelvin viscosity, and Maxwell viscosity, respectively and p, q, t, and ε denote mean stress, deviator 

stress, time, and strain, respectively. 
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Model Mechanical Analogue Stress, Strain-Time Behaviour 

Maxwell  

  

Kelvin-

Voigt  

  

Zener  

  

Burgers  

  

CVISC 

  

Simplified 

Cividini 

and Gioda 
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4.2.3 Interpreting Time-to-Failure Lab Results in Brittle Rocks 

The most common method for determining the long-term strength of brittle rocks is by conducting a series 

of uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) tests to determine the average strength of the rock. This suite of 

tests should follow the methodology as outlined in ISRM (1983), Aydan et al. (2013)  and ASTM 

International (2004). The long-term strength tests comprise loading a standard cylinder of core to some 

stress that is less than its UCS but more than its crack initiation (CI) threshold. Once the desired stress is 

reached, it is held and its time to failure (TTF) is recorded and compared to the applied driving stress ratio 

(DSR) which is historically presented as: 

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑅𝜎𝜎3 = 0 = 𝜎𝜎1
𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑈𝑈

          Eq. 4-1 

Where: 

- 𝜎𝜎1 is the applied axial stress 

Innocente et al. (2020b) review the current state of practice for analyzing the long-term strength of brittle 

rocks and propose that the model as shown in Figure 4-3 be used to calculate the TTF for igneous rocks 

when under a uniaxial stress conditions. Based on an earlier formulation from Schmidtke (1986), 

Innocente et al. (2020b) developed a set of equations: 

tf = �- C - ln(100DSR)
A

�
- 1B  for tf > 10 seconds and DSR > exp(C)

100
                               Eq. 4-2a 

C = ln � CI 
UCS

* 100%�                      Eq. 4-2b 

Where: 

- tf is the time-to-failure  

- C is an asymptote control parameter 

- A and B are curve fitting constants that are determined empirically 
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Figure 4-3. Long-term strength data for various rock types and their respective exponential model 

fits as presented in Innocente et al. (2020b). The average CI threshold (Perras and Diederichs 2014) 

is added to represent the lower bound of long-term strength. 

Note that time-to-failure is a function of intact material properties and does not change with time, 

therefore, it can be considered a material property. To be able to use the TTF equations as shown in 

Equation 4-2, the effect of confinement on strength must be considered, however, very few long-term 

strength tests have been conducted under confined conditions with the exception of the suite of tests 

conducted by Lau et al. (2000) and Potyondy (2007) in which they show the effect of confinement clearly 

affects the absolute TTF under constant applied stress. The TTF as shown in Equation 4-2 is a function of 

unconfined conditions only. To account for this, the DSR must be modified as (Wang and Cai 2020): 

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑅∗ = 𝜎𝜎1−𝜎𝜎3
𝜎𝜎1
𝑝𝑝−𝜎𝜎3

= 𝑞𝑞
𝜎𝜎1
𝑝𝑝−𝜎𝜎3

          Eq. 4-3 

Where: 

- 𝜎𝜎3 is the confinement, or minimum principal stress 

- 𝜎𝜎1
𝑝𝑝 is the peak strength of the rock 

- 𝑞𝑞 is the deviator stress 
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The justification for the modified DSR equation is shown in Figure 4-4. In unconfined conditions, the 

DSR equation simplifies to that as shown in Equation 4-1. It is assumed that the same DSR under both 

unconfined and confined conditions will lead to the same TTF as shown in Equation 4-2. Equation 4-2b 

does not need further modification as the ratio of CI to UCS is also assumed constant with relatively small 

increases in confinement, however this assumption is only valid within the spalling limit of the material, 

which is within the range of 10 ≤ 𝜎𝜎1/𝜎𝜎3 ≤ 20 (Mogi 1966; Kaiser et al. 2000). It should also be noted 

that the DSR and TTF formulations are for 2-dimensional problems, but they can be modified for use in 3-

dimensional problems. 

 

Figure 4-4. Schematic of variables used within the DSR equation for confined conditions using the 

Mohr-Coulomb criterion modified from Wang and Cai, 2020 

4.3 Model for Long-Term Strength with Time Explicitly Considered in 2-Dimensions 

The proposed LTS model is built on the existing CVISC creep model by modifying the attached Mohr-

Coulomb plastic slider as shown in Table 4-2. The modification includes degrading the strength of the 

criterion as per the TTF equations in Section 4.2.3. The process for degrading strength with time is 

outlined in this Section. 

In 2-dimensions, the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion is expressed as: 

𝜎𝜎1
𝑝𝑝 = UCS + sσ3                    Eq. 4-4a 
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s = 1 + sinφ
1 - sinφ

                    Eq. 4-4b 

Where: 

- 𝜑𝜑 is the friction angle as shown in Figure 4-4 

Using Equation 4-4, the strength of the rock at the excavation scale can be determined throughout the 

FLAC grid. With the data from Figure 4-3, the theoretical time-to-failure can be determined throughout 

the FLAC grid using the Equations described below. A key assumption in the development of this model 

is that the failure resulting from stress corrosion is the result of a linear loss in cohesion with time that is a 

function of the in situ stress conditions. In the finite difference model, this can be achieved by introducing 

a damage variable (R), which is calculated as shown in Equation 4-5. 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡

= (1 − 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑅) � 1
𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓
�          Eq. 4-5 

The damage is then iterated through time using the creep plugin available for FLAC (Itasca Consulting 

Group 2011). It should be noted that damage can be calculated directly with time; however, this limits the 

applicability of the equation to monotonic loading conditions only, whereas iterating the variable allows it 

to apply to more complex loading conditions such as those encountered at the excavation scale. The 

damage function is then used to decrease the ultimate strength (𝜎𝜎1
𝑝𝑝) each time step and tensile strength 

(σT). The damage to ultimate strength is used to calculate the new cohesion, as per Equation 4-6b. 

𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷∗ = 𝑅𝑅𝜎𝜎1
𝑝𝑝 − 𝑠𝑠𝜎𝜎3                     Eq. 4-6a 

𝑐𝑐∗ = 𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑈𝑈∗(1−sin(𝑠𝑠))
2cos (𝑠𝑠)

                     Eq. 4-6b 

𝜎𝜎𝑇𝑇∗ = 𝑅𝑅𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇                      Eq. 4-7 

Where: 

- UCS* is the new UCS value after weakening 

- 𝑐𝑐∗ is the new cohesion after weakening 

- 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇 is the initial intact tensile strength 

- 𝜎𝜎𝑇𝑇∗ is the new tensile strength after weakening 
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Equations 4-4, 4-5, 4-6 and 4-7 provide the basis needed to begin verifying the model at the lab scale and 

applying it at the excavation scale. Figure 4-5 provides a schematic of the weakening behaviour as 

described by the LTS model and Figure 4-6 provides a schematic workflow for the strength degradation 

portion of the LTS model when implemented into FLAC2D. 

 

Figure 4-5. Schematic representation of the LTS model and the effect on the respective strength 

parameters when a sample is subject to an applied constant load greater than its CI threshold. Note 

that friction angle has been omitted as it is assumed constant until failure. 
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Figure 4-6. Workflow of strength-degradation portion for the long-term strength model for 

application into finite difference models 

4.3.1 Effect of Applied Stress and Confinement on Secondary Strain-Rates and Viscosities 

It has long been shown that brittle rocks do experience time-dependent strains when under an applied 

stress (Bieniawski 1967; Wawersik and Fairhurst 1970; Heap et al. 2009, 2011; Damjanac and Fairhurst 

2010; Brantut et al. 2013; Paraskevopoulou et al. 2015; Paraskevopoulou, 2018). It is generally theorized 

that the strains associated to creep in brittle rocks are not due to true creep mechanics (continuum 

processes) but rather, crack initiation and propagation with time which are associated to brittle failure 

mechanisms. Continuum models (such as those created in FLAC2D) cannot explicitly capture brittle 

behaviour due to the discontinuum nature of brittle failure. Therefore, to capture these strains, Burgers 

model for creep can be implemented in a model to account for brittle deviatoric strains (recall Burgers 

creep model is deviatoric only). It is important that the time-dependent aspect of brittle failure is well 

understood as creep at the tunnel scale allows for stress-relaxation (Innocente et al. 2020a). 

 Norton (1929) studied the effect of creep in steel and showed that the secondary strain rate can be 

expressed as shown in Equation 4-8. 
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𝜀𝜀̇𝑠𝑠 = 𝛼𝛼𝜎𝜎�𝛽𝛽                      Eq. 4-8a 

𝜎𝜎� = �3𝐽𝐽2 = (0.5[(𝜎𝜎11 − 𝜎𝜎22) + (𝜎𝜎22 − 𝜎𝜎33)2 + (𝜎𝜎33 − 𝜎𝜎11)2 + 6(𝜎𝜎122 + 𝜎𝜎232 + 𝜎𝜎312 )])0.5            Eq. 4-8b 

Where: 

- 𝜀𝜀̇𝑠𝑠 is the secondary strain rate 

- 𝜎𝜎� is the equivalent Von-Mises stress 

- 𝐽𝐽2 is the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor 

- 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 are components of the Cauchy stress tensor 

- 𝛼𝛼 and 𝛽𝛽 are curve fitting constants 

Conversely, the secondary strain rate as described by the Maxwell and Burgers equations is shown in 

Equation 4-9. 

𝜀𝜀̇𝑠𝑠 = 𝑞𝑞
3𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀

           Eq. 4-9 

From Equation 4-9, it is clear that with a change in deviator stress, the secondary strain rate changes 

linearly assuming that the secondary viscosity term (ηM) is constant whereas the secondary strain rate as 

described by Equation 4-8 changes exponentially with changes in stress, as described in Innocente et al. 

(2020a). This means that the behaviour as described by the Power Law is for non-Newtonian fluids 

whereas the behaviour as described by the rheological models is for Newtonian fluids. The key behaviour 

of Newtonian fluids is that the viscosity of the material does not change with stress, strain-rate, or 

deformation, but a non-Newtonian fluid’s viscosity is not constant (Batchelor 2000). In practice, it is 

typical that one average value is used for the secondary viscosity in the Burgers / CVISC model (Ottosen 

1986; Zhang et al. 2012; Yang et al. 2015; Paraskevopoulou et al. 2018; Zhao et al. 2018), however as 

shown in Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8, this is only applicable when the expected stresses are monotonic and 

unchanging from the lab calibrated values. Figure 4-8 is also an example of changing creep mechanisms 

at some stress threshold. In this example, the creep regime changes from ductile creep to brittle creep at a 

deviator stress of 12.7MPa. 
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A general equation for the secondary viscosity, or Maxwell viscosity (ηM), as shown in Figure 4-6 

can be written as: 

𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀 = χ exp(κ𝑞𝑞)                     Eq. 4-10 

Where: 

- χ is some function of confinement  

- κ is the rate of change in secondary viscosity with changing deviator stress 

- q is the deviator stress 

As shown in Figure 4-7, viscosity is also dependent on confinement, however, the rate of change (κ) in 

viscosity at any confinement level is constant. To effectively capture this behaviour of confinement 

dependency, the behaviour of the variable ‘χ’ must be determined. Figure 4-9 shows the change in ‘χ’ 

with confinement assuming an average value of -2.004E-7Pa-1 for ‘κ’ for LdB granite. From Figure 4-9, 

there is a clear pattern in ‘χ’ with confinement, with it increasing exponentially with increased 

confinement. Plugging in the Equation shown in Figure 4-9 into Equation 10, the Maxwell viscosity for 

LdB granite is fully expressed as: 

𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀 = �4.28E + 34 exp�1.77E− 6(𝜎𝜎3)�� exp(−2.004E− 7(𝑞𝑞))              Eq. 4-11a 

Which simplifies to: 

𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀 = 4.28𝐸𝐸 + 34 exp[1.77E − 6(𝜎𝜎3) − 2.004E− 7(𝑞𝑞)]              Eq. 4-11b 

Where: 

- 𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀 is the Maxwell (secondary) viscosity 

- q is the deviator stress (𝜎𝜎1 − 𝜎𝜎3) 

- 𝜎𝜎3 is the minor principal stress 
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Figure 4-7. Secondary strain rates and associated Maxwell viscosities at varying levels of 

confinement for (a) LdB granite from Lau et al. (2000), (b) Gyda sandstone from Ngwenya et al. 

(2001). Note that ηM denotes Maxwell viscosity, q is the deviatoric stress, and dε/dt is strain rate. 
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Figure 4-8. (a) Secondary strain rate and (b) Maxwell viscosity versus applied stress for rock salt 

from Wu et al. (2020). 

 

Figure 4-9. Plot of variable χ versus confinement for LdB granite from Lau et. al. (2000) and Gyda 

sandstone from Ngwenya et. al. (2001) 

The resulting viscosities for LdB granite in the AECL URL tunnel are shown in Figure 4-10. Note that 

this is an empirical approach to accounting for effects of confinement in brittle rock creep and that none 

of the constants in Equation 4-11b have any significance to real world mechanisms. Additionally, it has 
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been shown that a Maxwell material most likely behaves as a Non-Newtonian fluid, rather than a 

Newtonian (Batchelor 2000), and the same can likely be said for a Kelvin type material, however this 

distinction is out of the scope of this analysis. In simple loading conditions, such as those shown in the 

following numerical models, strains are more sensitive to secondary viscosities over long periods of time 

rather than primary viscosities. 

 

Figure 4-10. Instantaneous secondary viscosity contours around the 3.5m diameter AECL URL 

tunnel in LdB granite with expected areas of significant strength loss highlighted 

4.3.2 Lab Scale Verification Model 

The long-term strength and modified CVISC model are implemented into FLAC2D (Itasca Consulting 

Group 2011), which is a finite-difference continuum numerical modeling software. This section will 

provide a lab scale verification of the model as well as a tunnel scale analysis using the AECL URL 

geometry in LdB granite. The material properties used are shown in Table 4-3, which are average values 

for LdB granite. The strength values are from Diederichs (2007), and the creep properties are from 

Innocente et al. (2020b), which were calculated using lab data from Lau et al. (2000). The goal of the lab 
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scale verification model is to show that under varying confinement conditions, the proposed long-term 

strength model accurately captures the predicted analytical time-to-failure. 

Table 4-3. Intact strength, long-term strength, and creep parameters for LdB granite. Peak and 

residual strength values calibrated from Diederichs (2007) and time-dependent values from Lau et 

al. (2000) and Innocente et al. (2020b). Variables K, G, c, φ, σT, and η denote bulk modulus, shear 

modulus, cohesion, friction angle, tensile strength, and viscosity, respectively. Additionally, 

subscripts p, r, M, and K denote peak, residual, Maxwell, and Kelvin, respectively. Variables A, B, 

and C are shown in Equation 2a. Note that ‘E’ is scientific notation (i.e. 1.0E-5 = 1.0 * 10-5) and 

‘exp’ denotes and exponential of ‘e’ (i.e. exp(x) = ex). 

Parameter Value 
K (GPa) 58 
G (GPa) 25 
cP (MPa) 40 
cr (MPa) 0.1 
φP (deg) 50 
φr (deg) 22 

σT
P (MPa) 8 

σT
r (MPa) 0 

ηM (Pa s) 4.28𝐸𝐸 + 34 exp[1.77E − 6(𝜎𝜎3)− 2.004E− 7(𝑞𝑞)] 
ηK (Pa s) 4.08E+14 
GK (GPa) 107 

A  1.18 
B  0.084 
C  3.81 

 

The geometries used for both the lab scale verification and excavation scale models are shown in Figure 

4-11 with the FLAC grid. The grid for the lab verification is relatively coarse, for computing efficiency, 

and does not affect the TTF in any significant way as shown in the time-dependent model verification 

steps within Appendix D. Additionally, the lab scale model uses a DSR of 0.75 for each confinement 

level, which is achieved by changing the applied stress on the top and bottom of the sample. This is done 

such that the TTF is the same for each run, making comparisons between them easier. The excavation 

scale model uses stresses modified from the AECL URL tunnel as provided in Diederichs (2007). The 

most notable change is the change in out-of-plane stress which was changed from the published 43MPa to 
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37.5MPa. The grid in the tunnel model is radial with a very dense mesh around the excavation, becoming 

gradually coarser towards the model boundaries, which are 55m from the tunnel center. 

 

Figure 4-11. Model geometries from FLAC2D for (a) the lab scale verification and (b) the tunnel 

scale model modified from the AECL URL tunnel. Note that model dimensions and boundary 

conditions (pins) are shown. Red dots represent measurement points for displacement. 

The results of the lab scale verification can be seen in Figure 4-12, which plots the axial strain and 

cohesion of the sample versus time with the analytical TTF overlain as a dotted red line. The effective 

secondary viscosity is also shown which is calculated from Equation 4-11b, however, each of the values is 

high enough that it is insignificant in the time span used. Failure in each of the models is represented by 

the marked rapid decrease in cohesion to its residual state (0.1MPa) followed by the rapid increase in 

strain rate. The intact cohesion value for each confinement level at failure is shown to decrease with 

increasing confinement, as expected. The lag between cohesion loss and strain increase can be attributed 

to the increase in unbalanced forces resulting from failure. From each of the plots in Figure 4-12, it can be 

seen that the loss in cohesion correlates with the analytical TTF, showing that as formulated, the long-

term strength model is adequate and can be carried over to a tunnel scale model. 
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Figure 4-12. Axial strain and cohesion with time under a constant applied stress for (a) no 

confinement, (b) 10MPa confinement and (c) 20MPa confinement. All models are run with a DSR of 

0.75 and failure is marked by the rapid decrease in cohesion with time. The cohesion value at failure 

is shown for each run 
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4.3.3 Tunnel Scale Model 

The tunnel scale model for LTS is developed using the geometry shown in Figure 4-11. This geometry is 

similar to that as shown in Diederichs (2007) for the AECL URL. In the model, the tunnel is developed 

“instantaneously” in a Mohr-Coulomb strain-softening medium using the values as shown in Table 4-3. 

At the tunnel scale, the goal of the LTS model is to accurately capture the typical tension cracks that form 

in the walls of the tunnel parallel to the minimum principal stress as well as the brittle overbreak “notch”, 

described by Martin (1997) Diederichs (2003, 2007) and Perras et al. (2014), that forms in the periphery 

of the tunnel in the direction of maximum applied stress. To compare and validate the applicability of the 

LTS model, it will be compared to a CWFS model run in the exact same conditions using the values 

shown in Table 4-4. The stress conditions of the tunnel model do not match the published values for the 

AECL URL tunnel, namely, the out-of-plane stress has been changed to be the average of the maximum 

and minimum principal stress such that its effects are ignored in this 2D analysis. It should be noted that 

as long as the stress conditions and variables are consistent between models, this change should not be an 

issue. 

Table 4-4. Values used for the CWFS validation modified from Diederichs (2007). Note that εc
p and 

ε𝝋𝝋
p  are plastic strain values for residual state to be reached for cohesion and friction angle, 

respectively. 

Parameter Value 
K (GPa) 58 
G (GPa) 25 
cP (MPa) 40 
cr (MPa) 0.1 
φP (deg) 20 
φr (deg) 50 

σT
P (MPa) 8 

σT
r (MPa) 0 

εc
p (%) 0.3 

ε𝝋𝝋
p  (%) 0.3 
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The horizontal and vertical displacements of both the LTS and CWFS models are shown in Figure 4-13. 

Note that the CWFS model does not consider time, the points were added at 8 hours to make comparison 

between models easier, but they are considered “instantaneous”.  

 

Figure 4-13. x and y components of tunnel convergence as measured from Figure 4-6 for both the 

LTS and CWFS models. Note the CWFS displacements are instantaneous. 

 

The in situ stresses and associated strains from the CWFS model are shown in Figure 4-14 and the 

instantaneous response from the LTS model is shown in Figure 4-15. From comparing the results in 

Figure 4-14 and 4-15, it can be seen that the typical Mohr-Coulomb based analysis is not adequate in 

capturing the brittle overbreak that is observed in the CWFS analysis as no failure occurs instantaneously 

according to the LTS model. Figure 4-16 then shows the in situ stresses and strains from the LTS model 

after 7 hours, the time of yield in the floor and roof of the tunnel. Here, the stresses have relaxed around 

the roof and floor and redistributed accordingly, indicating rupture. The shear and volumetric strains do 

not, however, match the pattern as shown in the CWFS analysis and can likely be attributed to numerical 

noise.  
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Figure 4-14. Instantaneous response from the CWFS analysis showing (a) in situ stresses and (b) 

shear and volumetric strain with depth of yield and typical “notch” type failure. 
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Figure 4-15. Instantaneous (a) in situ stresses, (b) driving stress ratio, and (c) shear and volumetric 

strains as measured using the LTS model. The instantaneous model is also run using plasticity 
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Figure 4-16. (a) in situ stresses, (b) driving stress ratio with depth of failure, and (c) shear and 

volumetric strains after 7 hours (failure time) using the LTS model 
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To validate the results of the LTS model, the failure geometries must be compared. From the 

CWFS model, a typical “notch” forms in the roof and floor to a depth of 0.75m to 0.80m as well as 

tension cracks forming in the walls. From the LTS model, the tension cracks in the wall form 

instantaneously, but degree of failure in the walls increases at 7 hours, as shown by the increased wall 

displacement in Figure 4-13. The degree of wall displacement also matches the displacement as shown in 

the CWFS model. The failure in the roof and floor of the LTS model also shows a notch type geometry to 

a depth of 0.70m, which is marginally less than the depth as predicted by the CWFS model. When looking 

at the DSR in Figure 4-16, it can be seen that at the depth of failure, deviatoric stresses are at about 70% 

of the strength of rock, indicating that further yield may occur with more time. The final displacements in 

the roof after failure in both models also match within marginal error as shown in Figure 4-13. 

 

4.4 Discussion 

The effect of changing deviator stress and confinement is often not considered when determining 

parameters for the Burgers creep model. From Figures 4-7 and 4-8 it is shown that using a single value for 

viscosity as shown in the Burgers model is not adequate when describing both brittle and ductile creep 

processes when complex loading conditions are expected. The Bailey-Norton two-component power law 

addresses both the exponential change in viscosity with stress as well as addressing the transition from 

ductile to brittle creep at some stress. The effect of confinement can be addressed using a curve fitting 

technique used in Figure 4-9. Using the curve fitting technique proposed to determine secondary viscosity 

as a function of confinement, the viscosities throughout a tunnel model can calculated as shown in Figure 

4-10. The implications of using viscosities that are too low in a tunnel model, as is often the scenario 

when using average values from lab testing, is that tunnel convergence becomes very large compared to 

observed values as well as allowing for too much stress relaxation around the tunnel periphery. 

The failure process as demonstrated in Figure 4-13 according to the LTS model assumes that up 

until material rupture, the rock stays intact throughout the damaging process. This is in contrast to the 
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discontinuum models demonstrated in Damjanac and Fairhurst (2010) and Wang and Cai (2020) who 

showed that in discontinuum models, cracks do initiate and accumulate with time under a constant load. 

This highlights the advantage of using discontinuum models over continuum models when modelling 

brittle failure processes, which are inherently discontinuous. In contrast, Paraskevopoulou and Diederichs 

(2018) showed that using the Burgers creep model to model tunnel convergence along a longitudinal 

profile in a continuum setting in creeping ground is adequate because creep is inherently a continuum 

process. 

The LTS model has successfully been implemented into a continuum finite-difference model to 

both model unconfined and heavily confined cylindrical samples of rock at the lab scale and when 

modelling the brittle overbreak encountered at high deviatoric stresses at the tunnel scale. At confinement 

levels of 0, 10, and 20MPa at the lab scale and DSRs of 0.75, the sample yields as denoted by a rapid 

increase in strain rate, similar to that of tertiary creep from Figure 4-2. It is important to note that the LTS 

model does not consider visco-plasticity unlike the simplified Cividini and Gioda model. At the tunnel 

scale, the LTS model must be validated to other established numerical models used to simulate brittle 

failure, such as the DISL and CWFS models. Using the geometry and stress conditions similar to those 

encountered in the AECL URL in LdB granite, both the CWFS and LTS models show similar 

convergence measurements and yield shapes after failure as shown in Figures 4-14 and Figure 4-15. The 

advantage of the LTS model over other continuum based brittle failure models is that the time it takes for 

yield to occur can also be calculated in addition to calculating depth of yield. This provides further 

guidelines for engineering design in terms of timelines for installation support. In addition, the LTS model 

is relatively simple to implement and obtain parameters for whereas more complex visco-plastic models 

require multiple inputs and complex lab testing to obtain parameters for and become less feasible for an 

engineering analysis. A conceptual schematic of the LTS model is shown in Figure 4-17, which shows 

that is a modification to the established CVISC model. 
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Figure 4-17. Conceptual schematic of the LTS model 

4.5 Conclusions 

Brittle constitutive models such as the CWFS and DISL models are often implemented into continuum 

numerical models when massive, brittle rocks are encountered at the excavation scale. These models have 

been developed on the mechanics of damage thresholds in brittle rocks, namely CI and CD, affecting the 

long-term strength of the materials under high deviator stresses. Classical shear based constitutive models 

have been shown to be inadequate in capturing brittle failure (i.e. spalling) in excavations. As suggested, 

brittle yield can manifest immediately or after several hours, but CWFS and DISL models are an 

“instantaneous” method of showing this failure.  

In this chapter, a proposed long-term strength model is developed for use in continuum models 

based on time-to-failure data for brittle rocks at the lab scale. The advantage of this model over the 

conventional CWFS and DISL models is that in addition to being able to simulate brittle breakout around  

the tunnel periphery is that it can also simulate the time for such failure to occur, providing more 

information for engineering analysis and design. The model is a modified version of the CVISC creep 

model, where the secondary viscosity is modified to act as a non-Newtonian fluid and the Mohr-Coulomb 

slider experiences cohesive degradation based on the ratio of in situ stress to strength, or driving stress 

ratio, based on empirical relationships. Cohesion loss can be associated to the initiation and propagation 

of cracks through the material, reducing the overall effective cohesion. This opening and propagating of 
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fractures also reduces tensile strength, which is considered as well. Friction angle is assumed constant 

until residual state is reached.  

The LTS model is built upon TTF lab testing wherein a cylindrical sample of rock is subject to a 

constant stress greater than its respective CI and less than instantaneous strength. This lab testing provides 

a basis for predicting the ultimate stability time for any brittle rock subject to some deviator stress. The 

current state of practice for accounting for strength loss with time in a numerical model is to manually 

decrease strength parameters of the rock in stages, which results in bulk weakening, however, as shown in 

this analysis, only areas of rock subject to high deviatoric stresses weaken due to stress corrosion. The 

LTS model provides several advantages over classical numerical modelling techniques, including CWFS 

analyses, allowing engineers and scientists to weaken specific areas of rock with time using lab data as a 

basis. As such, a more precise analysis on the timing for support installation and excavation step sizes can 

be made. 

Allowing engineers and researchers to predict TTF at the excavation scale can lead to project and 

support optimizations in brittle rocks. This model can be modified to calculate stresses and strains in 3-

dimensions as well as for analysis along a longitudinal displacement profile for further tunneling 

optimizations. The model in its current state calculates TTF based solely on unconfined TTF lab tests, 

which likely does not reflect real world excavation scale behavior. To calibrate the model, further research 

is needed on the effects of confinement on TTF as well field scale convergence measurements to ensure 

model validity. 
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Conclusions and Summary of Work 

5.1 Summary of Findings 

Time-dependent aspects of rockmasses is an important phenomenon to consider in rock mechanics and 

rock engineering. Time-dependency in rock mechanics can take the form of creep, swelling, squeezing, 

consolidation, stress relaxation, time-dependent dilatancy, and stress corrosion. The focus in this thesis is 

the creep and combined stress-corrosion behaviour of both ductile and brittle rocks at the lab and tunnel 

scale with a focus on how to approach the modelling aspect of these behaviours. The concepts considered 

and developed throughout this thesis are discussed below. 

5.1.1 Applicability of Several Different Time-Dependent Creep Models 

Many time-dependent creep models have been developed to describe the long-term behaviour of rocks at 

the lab and tunnel scale. These models can be separated into one of three general categories, namely 

empirical functions built upon curve fitting of lab data, rheological models built up from mechanical 

analogues such as springs, dashpots, and plastic sliders, and general theories such as Perzyna’s overstress 

theory. In this analysis, three models are chosen for comparison at the lab and tunnel scale. These models 

include the Bailey-Norton two-component power law (empirical function), the Burgers rheological model, 

and the simplified strain hardening law (general theory) described by Boulianne (2003). The formulation 

of and description of these functions is described in detail in Section 2.4.3. For comparison, the models 

are implemented at the lab scale using the geometry and stresses shown in Figure 2-5 in FLAC2D v.7.00. 

The material parameters used are for Week’s Island salt, from Boulianne (2003) as shown in Table 2-1.  

 At the lab scale, two different analyses were performed, the first was an application of a constant 

10MPa, as shown in Figure 5-1, and the next where several different loads were added and both the long 

and short term behaviour observed, as shown in Figure 5-2. It should be noted that each of these models 

were calibrated at 10MPa. From Figure 5-1, it can be seen that with time, the power law has a constant 
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strain-rate with time, showing that it does not account for primary creep, whereas the modified SH model 

has a very high initial strain rate decaying to the strain rate as described by the power law, showing that it 

effectively captures primary and secondary creep. The Burgers model (Maxwell and Kelvin) combines the 

Maxwell and Kelvin components, each of which separately model the secondary and primary stage; 

respectively, however, the strain as described by each do not match their respective power law or 

modified SH counterparts. 

 

Figure 5-1. a) Comparison of the strain-time behaviour under uniaxial stress conditions for the 

modified SH model and calibrated Burgers model and b) strain rate vs time of various models 

during creep test with constant load of 10MPa. 

 

Figure 5-2. Comparison of the strain rate vs axial stress behaviour for various models during creep 

test under varying axial loads during a) instantaneous response and b) secondary stage response. 
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Under varying applied loads, as described in Figure 5-2, it is clear that the Burgers model does not capture 

the exponential increase in strain-rate with applied stress, whereas the power law and modified SH models 

do. At infinite time, it is also observed that the strain-rates as described by the power-law does not change 

from its instantaneous strain-rate, whereas the Kelvin model reduces to zero and the Maxwell is 

unchanged. Finally, the modified SH model shows very large increases in strain-rates instantaneously, but 

at infinite time, the increase in strain-rate becomes linear.  

5.1.1.1 Effect of Boundary Conditions on Creep Behaviour 

In a classical instantaneous elastic or plastic model, the effect of having a stress versus pinned boundary 

condition is negligible as the deformation measured at the tunnel periphery will be the same regardless. 

When time-dependent mechanics are considered in the same scenario, the effect of boundary conditions 

becomes apparent at the tunnel periphery. To highlight this effect, the tunnel geometry as shown in Figure 

2-5 was used with both a fixed boundary and applied stress boundary of 10MPa. The hydrostatic stress in 

the model was set to a constant 10MPa as well. The results of this analysis for each model used as 

described in the above section are shown in Figure 5-3.  

 From Figure 5-3, it is shown that when an applied stress boundary is applied in a time-dependent 

model, the stresses around the tunnel periphery are not permitted to relax as strain accumulates due to 

creep, therefore strain continues indefinitely. This analysis highlights the importance of choosing the 

correct boundary conditions in a time-dependent model and considering what is truly happening in the 

environment in which a project is being developed. In underground scenarios with a boundary that is at an 

“infinite” distance from the excavation, the boundary should be considered fixed, or pinned. In scenarios 

where gravity loading is considered, such as in excavations near surface, the vertical loading condition 

can be a stress boundary. 
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Figure 5-3. a) Convergence measurements for the crown of a circular 10m diameter tunnel using 

two different boundary conditions and three different creep models, and b) Deviator stress 

measurements in the crown of a 10m diameter tunnel using two different boundary conditions and 

creep models. Note that (-Fixed) means the data pertains to the tunnel model with a fixed external 

boundary and that (-Stress) pertains to the tunnel model with an applied normal stress external 

boundary. 

5.1.2 Prediction of Long-Term Strength and Time-to-Failure from Lab Testing 

The ultimate stand-up time is of critical importance when considering a one-million-year project lifecycle 

in the area of spent nuclear waste disposal in underground nuclear waste repositories. The limitations of 

lab scale tests mean that engineers and scientists must be able to extrapolate lab data as accurately and 

precisely as possible with the given data. The current state of practice for analyzing TTF data is to plot lab 

data as a function of TTF and driving stress ratio (DSR), which is calculated as: 

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑅 = 𝜎𝜎1/𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎.          Eq. 5-1 

The error in DSR is then considered, which results in plots and formulas as shown in Figure 5-4 where the 

formula is written as: 

𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟 = exp �𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈𝑑𝑑−𝑁𝑁
𝑀𝑀

�          Eq. 5-2 
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Figure 5-4. Database of TTF data using the classical analysis approach with (a) raw data and (b) 

log-linear fits separated by major rock type 
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From Figure 5-4, it is clear that the current state of practice is not adequate due to the poor fits of each 

respective model. Several modifications were proposed to the current state of practice for analyzing and 

predicting TTF from lab data including: 

- Conducting a series of lab scale UCS tests where the ratio of CI to UCS is developed for each 

sample and the average ratio taken. 

- Using the sample specific CI to UCS ratio to calculate the UCS of each sample during a TTF test. 

- Using rocks that fail within the first 10 seconds of load application in a TTF test as UCS results 

and not time-to-failure tests. 

- Using a modified exponential equation with a horizontal asymptote at the CI threshold to model 

the data by major rock type (Equation 5-3). 

- Analyzing data considering the error in TTF rather than DSR. 

The modified exponential equation is expressed as: 

𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟 = �−(𝐶𝐶−ln(100𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈𝑑𝑑))
𝐴𝐴

�
−1/𝐵𝐵

                    Eq. 5-3a 

𝐶𝐶 = ln �100 𝐶𝐶𝐼𝐼
𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑈𝑈

�                     Eq. 5-3b 

Where: 

- C is a horizontal asymptote control parameter 

- A and B are curve fitting parameters determined numerically 

The result of these modifications is shown in Figure 5-5(b). Figure 5-5(a) compares the results of using 

both the log-linear and modified exponential approach to analyzing TTF data considering both the error in 

DSR (R2
y) and TTF (R2

x). The final result of this analysis is a set of equations that the engineer or scientist 

can use as a first approach for predicting TTF by rock type as shown below: 

- Sedimentary: 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟 = �−3.67−ln(100𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈𝑑𝑑)
1.31

�
−1/0.063

 

- Igneous: 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟 = �− 3.81−ln(100𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈𝑑𝑑)
1.18

�
−1/0.084

 

- Metamorphic: 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟 = �− 3.69−ln(100𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈𝑑𝑑)
1.76

�
−1/0.096

 

Note that the forgoing equations are only applicable for tf > 10s and DSR > CI 
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Figure 5-5. Result of modified approach to analyzing TTF data for (a) igneous rocks and (b) all 

rocks 
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5.1.3 Accounting for Non-Newtonian Viscosity and Confinement for Creeping Rocks 

Some of the most widely applied creep models for studying creeping rocks are the Bailey-Norton two-

component power law and the CVISC model. As described in Section 5.1.1, these models behave very 

differently in both the short- and long-term and when under different applied stresses. Notably, the 

CVISC model is only applicable for the stress level at which it was calibrated to due to its inability to 

account for the exponential increase in strain rate with applied stress. Additionally, neither model 

explicitly accounts for the effect of confinement (σ3), but rather, assumes the overall deviatoric stress is 

the only driving force for creep. Very few creep tests have been conducted under the effect of 

confinement, but as a proof of concept, two rock types were chosen in this analysis, namely LdB granite 

from Lau et. al. (2000) and sandstone from Ngwenya et al. (2001) as shown in Figure 5-6(a) and (b) 

respectively.  

From Figure 5-6, it is clear that when the applied stress is increased at a constant confinement 

level, the secondary viscosity is not constant, but rather, increases in an exponential manner, which is 

contrary to what the CVISC model assumes. It is also shown that with increasing confinement, the 

secondary strain rate is not constant at the same deviator stress as also assumed by the CVISC and power 

law models. A clear pattern can be observed in the secondary viscosity plots, being that at a constant 

confinement level, the rate of change in viscosity with applied stress is constant, but the intercept (denoted 

as χ) changes with differing confinement levels. Therefore, the intercept of the viscosity plots can be 

plotted against confinement for each rock type, as shown in Figure 5-7. Using the curve fits from Figure 

5-7, a set of equations can be developed for each rock type to fully account for the effect of changing 

stress and confinement on the secondary viscosity as shown below: 

- LdB Granite: 𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀 = 4.28𝐸𝐸 + 34 exp[1.77E− 6(𝜎𝜎3) − 2.004E− 7(𝑞𝑞)] 

- Gyda Sandstone: 𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀 = 2.34E + 17 exp[1.62𝐸𝐸 − 7(𝜎𝜎3)− 6.26𝐸𝐸 − 8(𝑞𝑞)] 

Where: 

- 𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀 is the secondary viscosity 

- 𝜎𝜎3 and q are the minor principal stress and deviator stress, respectively. 
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Figure 5-6. Effect of increasing confinement and applied stress on measured secondary strain rates 

for (a) LdB granite and (b) sandstone, showing the associated, calculated secondary viscosity 
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Figure 5-7. Plot showing the effect of changing the minor principal stress on the intercept of 

secondary viscosity. 

5.1.4 Modifying the CVISC Model to Account for Long-Term Strength at Ultra-Long-Term 

Timescales 

The ultimate goal of this thesis was to develop a simple, yet powerful, model that can effectively model 

the creep behaviour of brittle rocks and the delayed failure resulting from stress-corrosion using the 

knowledge from the previous sections. The proposed model uses the formulas derived in Section 5.1.2 to 

predict the failure time of rock under an applied deviator stress and the equations developed in Section 

5.1.3 to effectively model the secondary viscosities around a tunnel opening, namely the AECL URL 

tunnel. The model was developed for use in FLAC2D v. 7.00 using the built-in programming language 

(FISH), the final script can be seen in Appendix B. A schematic of the LTS model is shown in Figure 5-8. 

 

Figure 5-8. Schematic of the LTS model and the associated modifications made to the CVISC model 
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The LTS model is built using the modified exponential function to modify the Mohr-Coulomb criterion on 

the CVISC model. The model takes the analytical predicted TTF to effectively weaken the rock (by 

degrading cohesion and tensile strength) until yield at which point the rock will enter its residual state as 

described by plastic flow. The formulation for the strength degradation piece can be seen below: 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡

= (1 − 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑅) � 1
𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓
�                     Eq. 5-4 

𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷∗ = 𝑅𝑅𝜎𝜎1
𝑝𝑝 − 𝑠𝑠𝜎𝜎3                     Eq. 5-5a 

s = 1 + sinφ
1 - sinφ

                      Eq. 5-5b 

𝜎𝜎1
𝑝𝑝 = 𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 + 𝑠𝑠𝜎𝜎3                                 Eq. 5-5c 

𝑐𝑐∗ = 𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑈𝑈∗(1−sin(𝑠𝑠))
2cos (𝑠𝑠)

                     Eq. 5-5d 

𝜎𝜎𝑇𝑇∗ = 𝑅𝑅𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇                      Eq. 5-6 

Where: 

- R is a variable describing damage as a percent of intact strength 

- UCS* is the new UCS after material weakening 

- c* is the new cohesion after weakening 

- 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇 is the initial intact tensile strength 

- 𝜎𝜎𝑇𝑇∗ is the new tensile strength after weakening 

Several models already exist that can predict brittle failure at the tunnel scale due to rock being loaded 

above its respective CI threshold, including the DISL and CWFS models. These models have been shown 

to be effective at capturing the failure geometries and mechanisms associated to failure in brittle rocks at 

tunnel peripheries. As such, the CWFS model will be used as a comparison the LTS model results to 

validate that the extent of material failure and failure geometry is correct. Using the material properties as 

shown in Table 4-3 for the LTS model and Table 4-4 for the CWFS model and model geometries as 

shown in Figure 4-11, the results of the analysis are shown in Figure 5-9, Figure 5-10, and Figure 5-11. 
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 From Figure 5-9, it is shown that at the time of failure as described by the LTS model, the 

magnitude of horizontal and vertical displacements in the wall and roof, respectively, are approximately 

equal between the LTS and CWFS models. Figure 5-10 shows the stress and strain results as described by 

the CWFS model and Figure 5-11 shows the stress and strain results as described by the LTS model. From 

these figures, it can be seen that the extent of failure into the roof between the models is similar at about 

0.7m, although the shear banding present in the CWFS model is not present in the LTS model, which may 

be due to unbalanced forces in the model. Additionally, the tension cracks in the walls of the tunnel are 

present in both scenarios. 

 This analysis shows that the LTS model is capable of reproducing brittle failure at the tunnel scale 

while also being able to explicitly account for time. The LTS model provides a solid foundation to more 

effectively calculate timing for support installation and unsupported stand-up time.  

 

Figure 5-9. x and y components of tunnel convergence as measured from Figure 4-11 for both the 

LTS and CWFS models. Note the CWFS displacements are instantaneous. 
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Figure 5-10. Instantaneous response from the CWFS analysis showing (a) in situ stresses and (b) 

shear and volumetric strain with depth of yield and typical “notch” type failure. 
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Figure 5-11. (a) in situ stresses, (b) driving stress ratio with depth of failure, and (c) shear and 

volumetric strains after 7 hours (failure time) using the LTS model 
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5.1.5 Creep Characteristics of Halite and Granite 

Throughout this thesis, two rock types were predominantly used in many of the analyses conducted, 

where halite was used as an analogue in the comparison of creep models (Chapter 2) and LdB granite as 

an analogue in subsequent chapters. Pure halite under relatively low stresses will exhibit true creep 

behaviour in short time-spans, where true creep is defined as atomic level dislocation migration and 

dislocation glide. The unique cubic crystal structure and relative homogeneity of halite facilitate the rapid 

shear straining with time under low stress conditions.  

 At the macro- scale, many igneous rocks similar to granite, do not exhibit true creep behaviour at 

short timescales and under low applied stresses. At the grain scale, shear strain with time may be observed 

in certain mineral assemblages. For example, minerals with weak planes of cleavage, such as feldspars, 

may slip along their cleavage planes; however, slip may be inhibited by stronger, non-foliated minerals 

such as quartz. Therefore, the relative heterogeneous make-up of granites does not facilitate true creep in 

the same manner as halite. 

 At higher applied stresses, granites, and other brittle materials, experience what is referred to as 

“brittle creep”. Brittle creep is used throughout this thesis to describe the time-dependent formation and 

propagation of cracks within rocks when under a constant applied stress. By definition, brittle creep is 

volumetric nature to facilitate the formation of new cracks. As stated previously, the viscous components 

of rheological models are non-volumetric because they were developed for “true creep”, therefore, these 

viscous components would need to be modified to capture the volume increase when rocks are 

experiencing “brittle creep”.  

5.2 Future Work 

The research presented in this thesis provided more insight into the applicability of various time-

dependent models and the main limitations of each in terms of ease of use for an engineering analysis. 

This thesis provides some preliminary tools that an engineer or other practitioner can use when time-

dependent effects such as creep or stress-corrosion are of concern in a project. These tools have been built 
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using available published lab data from the past half century, over which time guidelines for testing have 

changed significantly and the understanding of time-dependent phenomena in rocks has grown. 

 More lab testing for time-to-failure of brittle rocks, namely sedimentary, foliated metamorphic, 

and non-foliated metamorphic rocks, should be undertaken, however, more lab testing of igneous rocks 

should also be undertaken at various levels of confinement such that the true creep response for in situ 

rocks can be better understood. Additionally, it is clear that time-to-failure lab tests must be applied for 

longer periods of time such that the models described in this thesis can be better implemented, however it 

is understood that the feasibility and logistics of this is complex. Finally, it was chosen that for TTF 

analysis that rocks be separated by major rock type; however, there are other methods of sorting data, 

such as by intact rock strength parameters (UCS, cohesion, mi, etc…) 

 This thesis also proposes a 2D formulation for applying long-term strength (LTS) of rocks at the 

tunnel scale. This model is limited to 2D applications only, however, it can be modified for use in 3-

dimensional analyses where more complex geologies can be considered, such as longitudinal 

displacement profile analyses. The modification for use in 3-dimensions would include changing how 

deviatoric stress is calculated and used within the LTS model as it currently negates the effect of the 

intermediate principal stress.  The LTS model also considers the non-Newtonian behaviour of brittle rocks 

under various confinement levels with respect to the secondary viscosity; however, the effect of changing 

stresses and confinement levels was not discussed with respect to the primary (Kelvin) viscosity. 

 As a validation step, the LTS model was compared to the results of an equivalent CWFS analysis; 

however, this comparison only allows for validation with respect to failure modes and geometries. To 

further validate the LTS model, the displacements that occur with time can be compared to measured 

displacements in a newly excavated tunnel. This level of validation was, however, out of the scope of this 

thesis. 
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Appendix A 

Fish Scripts for Relevant Material Models 

Hooke’s Law of Isotropic Elasticity 

The general equation for Hooke’s Law (Timoshenko and Goodier 1951) for a spring element is expressed 

by Equation A-1. 

𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠 = −𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒                       Eq. A-1 

Where: 

- 𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠 is the resisting force of the spring 

- 𝑘𝑘 is the stiffness of the spring 

- 𝑒𝑒 is the total displacement of the spring and is assumed small compared to the spring length 

In a numerical model, forces must instead be expressed in terms of the three principal stress directions and 

the shear stress acting on the material in any direction. The elastic stresses in each principal direction are 

expressed in Equations A-2a to A-2f. 

∆𝜎𝜎11 = 𝛼𝛼1∆𝜀𝜀11 + 𝛼𝛼2(∆𝜀𝜀22 + ∆𝜀𝜀33)                  Eq. A-2a 

∆𝜎𝜎22 = 𝛼𝛼1∆𝜀𝜀22 + 𝛼𝛼2(∆𝜀𝜀11 + ∆𝜀𝜀33)                              Eq. A-2b 

∆𝜎𝜎33 = 𝛼𝛼1∆𝜀𝜀33 + 𝛼𝛼2(∆𝜀𝜀11 + ∆𝜀𝜀22)                  Eq. A-2c 

∆𝜎𝜎12 = ∆𝜎𝜎21 = 2𝐺𝐺∆𝜀𝜀12                   Eq. A-2d 

𝛼𝛼1 = 𝐾𝐾 + 4
3
𝐺𝐺                     Eq. A-2e 

𝛼𝛼2 = 𝐾𝐾 − 2
3
𝐺𝐺                    Eq. A-2f 

Where: 

- 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 are components of the Cauchy stress tensor 

- 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 are the components of the strain tensor 

- 𝐾𝐾 is the bulk modulus 

- 𝐺𝐺 is the shear modulus 
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In FLAC2D, stresses are calculated as a function of strain increments through the stepping process, 

therefore, the final output in the FISH code is the stresses in each principal direction. Note that strains as 

used in the equations are calculated automatically in the stepping process (variables preceded with zde- 

are change in strain in that respective direction). However, there are cases where the strains can be 

partitioned, as shown in Equation 10c. 

 

Mohr-Coulomb Material Model 

The general equation for a Mohr-Coulomb material describes the maximum shear stress a material can 

hold at a given confinement level, as shown in Equation A-3a. 

𝜏𝜏 = 𝜎𝜎3tan (𝜑𝜑) + 𝑐𝑐                      Eq. A-3 

Where: 

- 𝜏𝜏 is the shear stress 
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- 𝜎𝜎3 is the minor principal stress 

- c is the cohesion of the material 

- 𝜑𝜑 is the friction angle of the material 

The constitutive model can also be separated to define whether the material has failed in shear or tension 

as defined by Equations A-4a to A-4c.  

𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠 = 𝜎𝜎1 − 𝜎𝜎3𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠 + 2𝑐𝑐�𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠                  Eq. A-4a 

𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 = 𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡 − 𝜎𝜎3                    Eq. A-4b 

𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠 = 1+sin(𝑠𝑠)
1−sin (𝑠𝑠)

                    Eq. A-4c 

Where: 

- 𝜎𝜎1 is the major principal stress 

- 𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡 is the tensile strength of the material 

- 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠 is the criterion of shear failure 

- 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 is the criterion of tensile failure 

Note that the stresses in the criteria defined by Equations 4a-c are calculated assuming fully elastic stress 

increments as defined by Hooke’s Law. If either of the shear or tensile criteria are negative, the material 

has failed and enters the plastic state, the behaviour of which is defined by non-associated and associated 

plastic flow, respectively. Once a material enters the plastic state, the assumed elastic stresses need to be 

corrected such that the failure criterion is no longer violated. This correction is referred to as plastic flow. 

The term associated means that the plastic flow rule is the same as the failure criterion and non-associated 

means the plastic flow rule takes a different form. The new plastic stresses are a function of the elastic 

stress guess and the flow rule (shear or tensile). The new stresses obtained from shear failure are given in 

Equations A-5a to A-5e. 

𝜎𝜎1𝑁𝑁 = 𝜎𝜎11𝑟𝑟 − 𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠(𝛼𝛼1 − 𝛼𝛼2𝑁𝑁𝛹𝛹)                  Eq. A-5a 

𝜎𝜎2𝑁𝑁 = 𝜎𝜎22𝑟𝑟 − 𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠𝛼𝛼2(1−𝑁𝑁𝛹𝛹)                  Eq. A-5b 

𝜎𝜎3𝑁𝑁 = 𝜎𝜎33𝑟𝑟 − 𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠(𝛼𝛼2 − 𝛼𝛼1𝑁𝑁𝛹𝛹)                  Eq. A-5c 
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𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠 = 𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠

(𝛼𝛼1−𝛼𝛼2𝑁𝑁𝛹𝛹)−(𝛼𝛼2−𝛼𝛼1𝑁𝑁𝛹𝛹)𝑁𝑁𝜑𝜑
                  Eq. A-5d 

𝑁𝑁𝛹𝛹 = 1+sin(𝛹𝛹)
1−sin (𝛹𝛹)

                    Eq. A-5e 

Where: 

- Superscripts N and e denote new plastic stresses and old elastic stress guess, respectively  

- λ is a plastic flow correction term 

- Subscript s denotes shear failure 

- 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 is the respective major, intermediate, and minor principal stress 

- 𝛹𝛹 is the dilation angle 

In the case of tensile failure, the new stresses are expressed by Equations A-6a A-6d. 

𝜎𝜎1𝑁𝑁 = 𝜎𝜎11𝑟𝑟 + 𝜆𝜆𝑡𝑡𝛼𝛼2                   Eq. A-6a 

𝜎𝜎2𝑁𝑁 = 𝜎𝜎22𝑟𝑟 + 𝜆𝜆𝑡𝑡𝛼𝛼2                   Eq. A-6b 

𝜎𝜎3𝑁𝑁 = 𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡                    Eq. A-6c 

𝜆𝜆𝑡𝑡 = 𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡

𝛼𝛼1
                     Eq. A-6d 

Where: 

- Subscript t denotes tensile failure 

The new stresses need to be rotated back to the FLAC2D global axis, meaning the stresses at this point are 

given in terms of the principal stresses, but need to be given in the respective x, y, and z coordinate 

system.  This is achieved using direction cosines, as shown in Equations A-7a to A-7g  

𝜎𝜎11 = 0.5(𝜎𝜎1𝑁𝑁 + 𝜎𝜎3𝑁𝑁 + 𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐)                  Eq. A-7a 

𝜎𝜎22 = 0.5(𝜎𝜎1𝑁𝑁 + 𝜎𝜎3𝑁𝑁 − 𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐)                  Eq. A-7b 

𝜎𝜎33 = 𝜎𝜎2𝑁𝑁                    Eq. A-7c 

𝜎𝜎12 = 0.5(𝜎𝜎1𝑁𝑁 − 𝜎𝜎3𝑁𝑁)𝑏𝑏                   Eq. A-7d 

𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐 = (𝜎𝜎1𝑁𝑁 − 𝜎𝜎3𝑁𝑁)�𝜎𝜎1
𝑒𝑒−𝜎𝜎3𝑒𝑒

𝜎𝜎𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓
𝑝𝑝 �                  Eq. A-7e 
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𝑏𝑏 = 2�𝜎𝜎12𝑒𝑒

𝜎𝜎𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓
𝑝𝑝 �                     Eq. A-7f 

𝜎𝜎𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟
𝑝𝑝 = 0.5(𝜎𝜎1𝑁𝑁 + 𝜎𝜎3𝑁𝑁) − 0.5�((𝜎𝜎1𝑁𝑁 − 𝜎𝜎3𝑁𝑁)2 + 4(𝜎𝜎12𝑟𝑟 )2)                Eq. A-7g 

Equations A-7a to A-7g are given under the assumption that 𝜎𝜎33𝑟𝑟  is the intermediate principal stress, 

however, this may not always be the case and any of the principal directions may be the intermediate 

stress. In the case above, 𝜎𝜎11𝑟𝑟  is the major principal stress and 𝜎𝜎22𝑟𝑟  is the minor principal stress. In the FISH 

code, every scenario must be accounted for in an “if” statement. The equations, otherwise, remain the 

same. 

Up to Equation A-7 is satisfactory if one wishes to model a perfectly plastic material in FLAC, however, 

this may not be the case and a strain-hardening/weakening behavior may wish to be included. To do this, 

the user inputs residual values for cohesion, friction angle, tensile strength, and dilation angle in the 

FLAC console as a function of plastic strain, however, the code up until now does not track plastic strain. 

The increment step for shear and tensile plastic strain are shown in Equations A-8a to A-8d.  

∆𝜀𝜀1
𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠 = 𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠 −

𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠−𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠𝑁𝑁𝛹𝛹
3

                   Eq. A-8a 

∆𝜀𝜀3
𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠 = −𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠𝑁𝑁𝛹𝛹 −

𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠−𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠𝑁𝑁𝛹𝛹
3

                  Eq. A-8b 

∆𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠 = �0.5 ��∆𝜀𝜀1
𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠�2 + �∆𝜀𝜀3

𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠�2 + �𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠−𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠𝑁𝑁𝛹𝛹
3

�
2
�               Eq. A-8c 

∆𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 = −𝜆𝜆𝑡𝑡                    Eq. A-8d 

Where: 

- ∆𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠 is the total plastic shear strain increment 

- ∆𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 is the total plastic tensile strain increment 

From Equations A-8a to A-8d, the FISH script must define how cohesion, friction angle, tensile strength, 

and dilation angle evolve with increasing plastic strain values. It is clear that cohesion, friction angle, 

dilation angle change with shear plastic strain whereas tensile strength will change with tensile plastic 
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strain. Any subsequent constants in the script that use these values are then updated prior to the next step. 

It should be noted that values for values for plastic strain need to be averaged for each FLAC subzone. 
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Maxwell Creep Material Model 

The Maxwell material model, as described in SECTION ## is a simple rheological model composed of a 

spring, acting as a Hookean element and a dashpot, acting as a Newtonian element, attached in series. The 

main difference in the FISH script for creep materials is the inclusion of a new variable, creep time, which 

must be written as timestep, rather than absolute time. Therefore, each variable that is a function of time is 

an iterative value. The final stresses given by the Maxwell model are expressed in Equation A-9. 

𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑 + �1
3
𝜎𝜎𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 + 𝐾𝐾∆𝜀𝜀𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘�𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖                    Eq. A-9 

Where: 

- 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝜎𝜎𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 are components of the Cauchy stress tensor 

- 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑 is the deviatoric stress tensor 

- ∆𝜀𝜀𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 is the increment of the isotropic strain-increment tensor 

- 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the Kronecker delta 

The values for the variables in Equation 9 are given in Equations A-10a to A-10f. 

𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑 = �𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐𝐶𝐶1 + 2𝐺𝐺∆𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑�𝐶𝐶2                Eq. A-10a 

𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐 = 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 −
1
3
𝜎𝜎𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖                 Eq. A-10b 

𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑 = 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 −
1
3
𝜀𝜀𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖                 Eq. A-10c 

𝐶𝐶1 = 1 − 𝐺𝐺∆𝑡𝑡
2𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀

                  Eq. A-10d 

𝐶𝐶2 = 1

1+ 𝐺𝐺∆𝑡𝑡
2𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀

                  Eq. A-10e 

𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 1  𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑖𝑖 = 𝑗𝑗
0  𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑖𝑖 ≠ 𝑗𝑗                    Eq. A-10f 

Where: 

- 𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀 is the Maxwell viscosity 

- ∆𝑡𝑡 is the time-step used in the model 
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Two-Component Power Law Creep Material Model 

The Power Law, first proposed by Norton, 1929, is expressed as: 

𝜀𝜀�̇�𝑐𝑟𝑟 = 𝐴𝐴𝑞𝑞𝑠𝑠                   Eq. A-11a 

𝑞𝑞 = �1.5𝐽𝐽2 = �1.5�𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑�
2                Eq. A-11b 

Where: 

- 𝜀𝜀�̇�𝑐𝑟𝑟 is the creep strain rate 

- q is the deviatoric stress 

- 𝐴𝐴 and n are material properties 

- 𝐽𝐽2 is the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor 

 The two-component power law is a variation on Equation A-11, which can be written as: 

𝜀𝜀�̇�𝑐𝑟𝑟 = �
𝐴𝐴1𝑞𝑞𝑠𝑠1               𝑞𝑞 < 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝐴𝐴2𝑞𝑞𝑠𝑠2              𝑞𝑞 ≥ 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

                   Eq. A-12 

Where: 

- 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is some reference stress, defined by the user, that is used to differentiate between the primary 

and secondary creep regimes 

The final stresses as given by the Power Law are iterated every half time-step as shown in Equations A-

13a to A-13d. 

𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 − 2𝐺𝐺∆𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟                 Eq. A-13a 

∆𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟 = 1.5𝜀𝜀�̇�𝑐𝑟𝑟 �
∆𝑡𝑡
𝜎𝜎�
�𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡)                Eq. A-13b 

𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡) = 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 −

1
3
𝜎𝜎𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖                  Eq. A-13c 

𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑�𝑡𝑡+∆𝑡𝑡2 � 

= 1
2
�𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡) + 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡+∆𝑡𝑡)�               Eq. A-13d 
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Burgers Creep Material Model 

The Burgers creep model is a more extensive rheological model from the Maxwell creep model, as 

described in Section 2.2.3.1. The FISH script for the Burgers creep models is built up from five constants, 

given in Equations A-14a to A-14e. 

𝐴𝐴 = 1 + 𝐺𝐺𝐾𝐾∆𝑡𝑡
2𝜂𝜂𝐾𝐾

                   Eq. A-14a 

𝐵𝐵 = 2 − 𝐴𝐴                  Eq. A-14b 

𝑎𝑎 = 1
2𝐺𝐺

+ 1
4
∆𝑡𝑡 � 1

𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀
+ 1

𝐴𝐴𝜂𝜂𝐾𝐾
�                 Eq. A-14c 

𝑏𝑏 = 1
𝐺𝐺
− 𝑎𝑎                   Eq. A-14d  
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𝑧𝑧 = ∆𝑡𝑡
4𝑎𝑎𝜂𝜂𝐾𝐾

                   Eq. A-14e 

Where: 

- 𝜂𝜂𝐾𝐾 is the Kelvin viscosity 

- 𝐺𝐺𝐾𝐾 is the Kelvin shear modulus 

The new deviatoric stresses are given by: 

𝜎𝜎11𝑑𝑑 =
�𝑏𝑏𝜎𝜎11𝑑𝑑 +∆𝜀𝜀11𝑑𝑑 −�𝐵𝐵𝐴𝐴−1�∆𝜀𝜀11𝑘𝑘

𝑑𝑑 �

𝑎𝑎
                Eq. A-15a 

𝜎𝜎22𝑑𝑑 =
�𝑏𝑏𝜎𝜎22𝑑𝑑 +∆𝜀𝜀22𝑑𝑑 −�𝐵𝐵𝐴𝐴−1�∆𝜀𝜀22𝑘𝑘

𝑑𝑑 �

𝑎𝑎
                Eq. A-15b 

𝜎𝜎33𝑑𝑑 =
�𝑏𝑏𝜎𝜎33𝑑𝑑 +∆𝜀𝜀33𝑑𝑑 −�𝐵𝐵𝐴𝐴−1�∆𝜀𝜀33𝑘𝑘

𝑑𝑑 �

𝑎𝑎
                 Eq. A-15c 

Where: 

∆𝜀𝜀11𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑 = 𝐵𝐵
𝐴𝐴
∆𝜀𝜀11𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑 + �𝜎𝜎11𝑑𝑑 + 𝜎𝜎11𝑑𝑑−𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑�𝑧𝑧               Eq. A-16a 

∆𝜀𝜀22𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑 = 𝐵𝐵
𝐴𝐴
∆𝜀𝜀22𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑 + �𝜎𝜎22𝑑𝑑 + 𝜎𝜎22𝑑𝑑−𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑�𝑧𝑧               Eq. A-16b 

∆𝜀𝜀33𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑 = 𝐵𝐵
𝐴𝐴
∆𝜀𝜀33𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑 + �𝜎𝜎33𝑑𝑑 + 𝜎𝜎33𝑑𝑑−𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑�𝑧𝑧               Eq. A-16c 

𝜀𝜀12𝑘𝑘 = 𝐵𝐵
𝐴𝐴
𝜀𝜀12𝑘𝑘 + �𝜎𝜎12 + 𝜎𝜎12𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑�𝑧𝑧                Eq. A-16d 

Where: 

- 𝜎𝜎𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑−𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑 and 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑 are the previous isotropic and deviatoric stresses, respectively 

The final stress components are given in Equations A-17a to A-17c. 

𝜎𝜎11 = 𝜎𝜎11𝑑𝑑 + 𝐾𝐾
3
∆𝜀𝜀𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘                 Eq. A-17a 

𝜎𝜎22 = 𝜎𝜎22𝑑𝑑 + 𝐾𝐾
3
∆𝜀𝜀𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘                 Eq. A-17b 

𝜎𝜎33 = 𝜎𝜎33𝑑𝑑 + 𝐾𝐾
3
∆𝜀𝜀𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘                 Eq. A-17c 

𝜎𝜎12 =
𝑏𝑏𝜎𝜎12+∆𝜀𝜀12−�

𝐵𝐵
𝐴𝐴−1�𝜀𝜀12𝑘𝑘

𝑎𝑎
                Eq. A-17e 

Note that the Kelvin strain contributions must be averaged over each subzone in the FLAC grid.  
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Appendix B 

FISH Script for Long-Term Strength and Creep in 2-Dimensions 

This section provides the FISH script used for the long-term strength and modified secondary viscosity 

model used in FLAC2D 
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Appendix C 

CI and CD Picks from Lau et. al (2000) 

This Appendix provides the plots of axial stress versus axial strain and radial (circumferential) strain from 

Lau et. al (2000) for LdB granite and granodiorite. These plots are used to determine the respective CI and 

CD thresholds at varying confinement levels. CI is picked as the point of non-linearity in radial stress 

space and CD as the point of non-linearity in axial stress space. Picks are shown as the dashed red line to 

the stress axis. 

LdB Granite 
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Appendix D 

Verification Models 

Material Properties 

The material properties used in this verification section are shown in Table D-1. The intact material 

properties are for Cobourg limestone, obtained from Jaczkowski (2017). A GSI value of 60 is assumed for 

the rockmass properties, where the material properties mp, sp, and ap are calculated based on the equations 

from Hoek et al., 2002. Additionally, the material is assumed to behave perfectly plastically due to 

limitations of the implementation of the Hoek-Brown criterion in FLAC2D v. 7.00.424. Table D-2 

summarizes the date of running the verification model, the program and version used to run the model, 

and the computer used to run the model. 

Table D-1. Summary of material properties used throughout verifications 

Property Value 

Shear Modulus (GPa) 15.73 

Bulk Modulus (GPa) 25.0 

UCS (MPa) 109.3 

GSI 60 

mp 3.355 

sp 0.0117 

ap 0.5028 

mr 3.355 

sr 0.0117 

ar 0.5028 

Tensile Strength (MPa) 6.46 
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Table D-2. Summary of verification models, date of run, program used, and computer used 

Verification Model Program Computer Used Date of Run 

Infinite elastic medium in non-

hydrostatic conditions 

FLAC2D v. 

7.00.424. 

Blade 15 – Personal 

Computer 
2020-07-23 

Infinite Hoek-Brown medium 

in hydrostatic conditions 

Blade 15 – Personal 

Computer 
2020-07-23 

Burgers creep at the lab scale 
Bingham – Lab 

Computer 
2019-05-10 

Circular Opening in a Non-Hydrostatic Infinite Elastic Medium 

The Kirsch solution (Brady and Brown 2006), defines the tangential, radial, and shear stresses, and 

therefore, major and minor principal stresses, around and away from a circular opening that is in a fully 

elastic and infinite medium. The term ‘infinite’ referring to the boundaries of the problem being far 

enough away from the tunnel opening such that the stresses around the opening are not impacted by the 

effects of the boundary. The stress conditions can either be hydrostatic or non-hydrostatic. The equations 

are shown in Equations D-1a to D-1e.                              

𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟 = 0.5𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎 �(1 + 𝑘𝑘) �1 − 𝑎𝑎2

𝑟𝑟2
� − (1 − 𝑘𝑘) �1 − 4𝑎𝑎2

𝑟𝑟2 
+ 3𝑎𝑎4

𝑟𝑟4
� cos(2𝛽𝛽)�             Eq. D-1a 

𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟 = 0.5𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎 �(1 + 𝑘𝑘) �1 + 𝑎𝑎2

𝑟𝑟2
�+ (1 − 𝑘𝑘) �1 + 3𝑎𝑎4

𝑟𝑟4
� cos(2𝛽𝛽)�               Eq. D-1b 

𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 0.5𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎 �(1− 𝑘𝑘) �1 + 2𝑎𝑎2

𝑟𝑟2
− 3𝑎𝑎4

𝑟𝑟4
� sin(2𝛽𝛽)�                 Eq. D-1c 

𝜎𝜎1 = 0.5(𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟 + 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟) + �0.25(𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟 − 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟)2 + 𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟2 �
0.5                Eq. D-1d 

𝜎𝜎3 = 0.5(𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟 + 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟) − �0.25(𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟 − 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟)2 + 𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟2 �
0.5               Eq. D-1e 

Where: 

- 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟 is radial stress 

- 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟 is tangential stress 

- 𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is shear stress 

- 𝜎𝜎1 is the major principal stress 
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- 𝜎𝜎3 is the minor principal stress 

- 𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎 is the vertical stress 

- 𝑘𝑘 is the ratio of horizontal stress to vertical stress (i.e. 𝑘𝑘 = 𝜎𝜎ℎ/𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎) 

- 𝑎𝑎 is the radius of the tunnel 

- 𝑓𝑓 is the distance from the center of the tunnel to point being measured in the medium 

- 𝛽𝛽 is the angle of 𝑓𝑓 counterclockwise from East in degrees 

Figure D-1 shows the above equations in the context of a tunnel under non-hydrostatic stress conditions 

and  Figure D-2 is the model geometry used in FLAC2D for the verification process. 

 

Figure D-1. Schematic of variables and their meaning in the Kirsch solution 
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Figure D-2. FLAC2D geometry for Kirsch solution for an assumed specific gravity of rock of 2.7, a 

depth of 1500m and a k-ratio of 2.5. Note that full extent of model boundaries is not shown 

For this analysis, three profiles were used, a horizontal, vertical, and 45o profile as shown in Figure D-2. 

Additionally, the vertical stress in the system was 40.5MPa, which is equivalent to a tunnel located 1500m 

underground with an average specific gravity of 2.7, with a horizontal k-ratio of 2.5. To compare the 

results of the numerical and analytical results, the major and minor principal stresses along each profile 

was compared. The results of the comparison are shown in Figure D-3, Figure D-4, and Figure D-5. 

Qualitatively, the results agree well between the analytical and numerical analyses. From Table D-4, it 

can be seen from the residual squared values that the numerical and analytical values agree very well 

along each profile. Note that a residual squared value of 1.00 means that the values are in perfect 

agreement.  
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Table D-4. Residual squared values for each profile and principal stress 

Profile Sum of Residuals Squared, Sigma 1 Sum of Residuals Squared, Sigma 3 

Roof 0.992 0.980 

Wall 0.997 0.997 

45o 0.972 0.985 

 

 

Figure D-3. Major and minor principal stresses along the vertical profile 
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Figure D-4. Major and minor principal stresses along the horizontal profile 

 

Figure D-5. Major and minor principal stresses along the 45o profile 
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Circular Opening in a Hydrostatic Infinite Hoek-Brown Medium 

For a circular tunnel in an infinite plastic medium described by the Hoek-Brown criterion (Hoek et al. 

2002) under hydrostatic stress, the depth of the plastic zone from the tunnel center, as well as the radial 

and tangential stresses can be found using the equations below (Hoek and Brown 1980). 

The radial and tangential stresses in the elastic zone are described by Equations D-2a to D-2b. 

𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟 = 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 − (𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 − 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟) �𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒
𝑟𝑟
�
2
                  Eq. D-2a 

𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟 = 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 + (𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 − 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟) �𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒
𝑟𝑟
�
2
                  Eq. D-2b 

Where: 

- 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟 is the radial stress 

- 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟 is the tangential stress 

- 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 is the magnitude of the hydrostatic far-field stress 

- 𝑓𝑓 is the radius away from the tunnel center to the desired point 

- 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟 is the radius of the plastic zone from the tunnel center 

- 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is the radial stress at 𝑓𝑓 =  𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟 

The radial and tangential stresses in the plastic zone are described by Equations D-3a to D-3b 

𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟 = −𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑈𝑈
4

�ln �𝑟𝑟
𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖
��
2
− ln �𝑟𝑟

𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖
� (𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷(𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖) + 𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷2)0.5 + 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖             Eq. D-3a 

𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟 = 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟 − (𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 + 𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷2)0.5                 Eq. D-3b 

Where: 

- 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 is the tunnel radius 

- 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 is the internal radial pressure of the tunnel 

The values for 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 and 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟 are given in Equations D-4a to D-4d. 

𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = −𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 + 𝑀𝑀(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷)                   Eq. D-4a 

𝑀𝑀 = 1
2
��𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖

4
�
2

+ 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜
𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑈𝑈

+ 𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝�
0.5

+ 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖
𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖

                 Eq. D-4b 

𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟 = 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 exp �𝑁𝑁 − 2
𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑈𝑈

(𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷(𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖) + 𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷2)0.5�               Eq. D-4c 

𝑁𝑁 = 2
𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑈𝑈

(𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷(𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐) + 𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷2 − 𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷2𝑀𝑀)0.5               Eq. D-4d 
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The values for the major and minor principal stresses can be calculated using Equations 1d and 1e 

respectively assuming shear stresses of zero in a hydrostatic system (k = 1).  

Figure D-6 describes the meaning of the variables described above. In this analysis, the major and minor 

principal stresses will be compared from the numerical and analytical analyses. The model setup is similar 

to that shown in Figure D-7, except the stress conditions are hydrostatic at 40.5MPa, an internal stress of 

1MPa is applied around the opening of the tunnel, and only one profile along the horizontal will be used 

as all profiles will be the same under hydrostatic conditions. Figure D-4 shows the results of both the 

analyses and their relative values along the profile. Table D-4 shows the sum of the residual squared 

values for the analysis and it can be concluded that the results agree with one-another. 

Table D-4. Sum of residual squared values for the principal stresses 

Parameter Sum of Residuals Squared 

Sigma 1 0.966 

Sigma 3 0.997 
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Figure D-6. Schematic of variables and their meaning for use in calculating the plastic zone around 

a circular tunnel in hydrostatic conditions 

 

Figure D-7. Major and minor principal stress profiles for the analytical and numerical analyses 
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Constant Stress Creep Test at the Lab Scale for a Burgers Material 

Creep parameters for rock materials are generally obtained using constant stress creep tests at the lab scale 

in which a constant differential stress is applied to a cylinder of rock and its axial strains versus time are 

recorded. Goodman (1989) describes the methodology for determining the creep parameters from a single 

lab test. The analytical solution for axial strain under axisymmetric conditions with time is given in 

Equation D-5 (Panet 1979).   

𝜀𝜀(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑝𝑝
3𝐾𝐾

+ 𝑞𝑞
3𝐺𝐺

+ 𝑞𝑞
3𝐺𝐺𝐾𝐾

�1 − exp �− 𝐺𝐺𝐾𝐾
𝜂𝜂𝐾𝐾
𝑡𝑡�� + 𝑞𝑞

3𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀
𝑡𝑡                  Eq. D-5 

Where: 

- 𝜀𝜀 is the axial strain at time, t 

- 𝑝𝑝 is the applied mean stress  

- 𝑞𝑞 is the applied deviatoric stress 

- 𝐾𝐾 is the bulk modulus 

- 𝐺𝐺 is the shear modulus 

- 𝐺𝐺𝐾𝐾 is the Kelvin shear modulus 

- 𝜂𝜂𝐾𝐾 is the Kelvin viscosity 

- 𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀 is the Maxwell viscosity 

The parameters used in this verification process are for Weeks Island salt, shown in Table D-5, modified 

from Aubertin et al. (2018), and the model geometry is shown in Figure D-8. The geometry of the model 

was built to match the standards as set out by the ASTM standards for determining creep parameters 

(ASTM 2012). The model uses a timestep of 10,000s and is run for ~9.5 years (300,000,000s) with an 

applied deviatoric stress of 20MPa and a mean stress of 10MPa. The result of the analysis is shown in 

Figure D-9, which shows the two solutions are nearly identical along the entire time-period of interest. 
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Table D-5. Values used for Burgers creep model for Weeks Island Salt 

Property Value 

Shear Modulus (GPa) 7.52 

Bulk Modulus (GPa) 19.6 

Maxwell Viscosity (Pa*s) 1.11E+17 

Kelvin Viscosity (Pa*s) 2.85E+16 

Kelvin Shear Modulus (GPa) 0.466 

 

 

Figure D-8. Geometry of constant stress creep test. Model is in axisymmetric conditions, with fixed 

vertical movement along the bottom plane 
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Figure D-9. Plot of the analytical and numerical solutions for Burgers creep under a constant 

applied stress. The sum of the residuals squared between the two solutions is shown on the plot 
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